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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
From its very beginning, Christianity has had difficulties practically addressing
the issues centering on the interplay between faith and the secular world. The New
Testament cannot be read without realizing that early Christians faced many difficulties
and issues as they sought to live as the newly redeemed church of Christ. Paul is an
example when he writes to the church in Corinth in 1 Corinthians chapter 8 addressing
the particularly difficult societal issue of the first century church related to eating food
sacrificed to idols. In addition, the history of Christianity is full of stories and examples
of those who attempted to answer the issue of faith’s relation to culture in a variety of
ways. In the fifth century, Simeon the Stylite removed himself from society by sitting on
the top of a tall pillar.1 On a less radical note, the monasteries of the medieval Catholic
Church attempted to remove themselves from the stain and sin of a corrupt world by
organizing themselves into self-contained entities. In more modern times, various
separatist groups removed themselves from society and had significant impact on the
early history of the United States. This separatist theme can be followed even into the
early twentieth century in response to the debates regarding Darwinism, naturalism, and
social progressivism. Clearly, Christians have struggled to find a common answer and
unified response to living their faith in a secular world.
Not surprisingly, here at the beginning of a new millennium, Christianity
continues to struggle with issues regarding faith and culture, and a Christian’s dutiful

1
Williston Walker et al., A History of the Christian Church, 4th ed. (New York: Scribner,
1985), 155-56.
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response in a fallen and sinful world. The society of the West continues to foster the
attitude of a separation between faith and culture. As the old saying goes, religion is akin
to politics in that it should be kept to oneself and remain a private matter. While study
after study continues to observe the basic “religious” nature of those in the United States,
it is still clear that the widespread preferred attitude in the culture is one of clear
separation between the two spheres of private religion and public secularism. Nowhere is
this more apparent than in the issue of faith as it relates to the workplace. Americans
spend a large number of their productive hours during the week in a job or work
environment. However, most believers find their workplace to be an arena in which their
Christian faith is not considered a relevant factor. Again, faith is viewed as inappropriate
or “out of place” in the work environment. While there may be a movement afoot to
strengthen the “spirituality” of the workplace, and this should be encouraged by
Christians for reasons we will address below, this potential movement is a far cry from a
workplace infused with a Christian worldview. Therefore, how should a Christian view
their work? How should a believer practice their Christianity in a secular workplace? And
what can be done to begin to address this separation between faith and work at
institutional levels so that faith can make progress towards becoming a welcome dialogue
partner in the workplace? This thesis seeks to address these questions and topics.
Familiarity with the Literature
In order to address the difficult questions posed above, a variety of disparate
works will need to be considered as they provide essential contributions to the overall
discussion of the topic and the logical flow of the argument. It is essential for the
Christian to begin with the Bible to discern the message from God regarding the
believer’s place and responsibility in this world. Therefore, biblical commentaries will be
consulted for guidance. Studies on the Christian doctrines of calling and vocation will be
necessary to have a deeper understanding of how the great minds of faith have
2

systematized and applied Biblical teachings. Finally, studies on leadership are necessarily
a major component of this work as five leadership principles in particular are examined
and discussed. The following works are foundational and essential to this thesis, and they
represent the highest of academic scholarship in their particular areas of study.
One of the foundational passages of the Bible related to this topic is found in
Exodus when God Himself gives the Ten Commandments to the Israelites. Peter Enns’s
work Exodus provides essential information for this thesis regarding God’s view of his
chosen people and their place in a very fallen, but still very “spiritual” society; much like
modern Western culture.2 Through the giving of the Decalogue, Enns argues that Yahweh
demonstrates to his chosen people that they are to be a witness of his grace to the cultures
of the Promised Land, and that there was not a single aspect of their lives that was not
connected to their relationship with him. This foundational event in the history of the
Israelites also demonstrates to modern day Christians that God’s chosen people are
expected to be witnesses to their culture, and that the entirety of the Christian life must be
lived in relationship to the Triune God.
In the Gospels of Matthew and Luke, Jesus is asked by his opponents to name
the greatest commandment. Jesus’ answer is based upon the Shema of Deuteronomy 6
and the command of Leviticus 19:18 to love one’s neighbor as oneself. Peter Craigie’s
work The Book of Deuteronomy argues that the Shema demonstrated to the Jewish people
that this commandment was intended to include every aspect of an individual’s life.3
Craigie’s argument is essential for this study because it further underscores the
importance of a Christian understanding that the entire life of a believer has value to God.
No biblical basis exists for separating the various aspects of a Christian’s life between the
sacred and the secular. The entire scope of life is to be lived in fellowship with Yahweh.
2

Peter Enns, Exodus, The NIV Application Commentary (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2000).

3
Peter C. Craigie, The Book of Deuteronomy, The New International Commentary on the Old
Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1976).
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If the Bible demonstrates that the entirety of a Christian’s life is in fellowship
with Yahweh, then an individual’s occupation must be included within this relationship.
This logic has led theologians to develop the biblical doctrines of calling and vocation.
One theological work that thoroughly addresses these doctrines and their place in the life
of a believer is Daniel L. Akin’s A Theology for the Church.4 The section of this work
that addresses calling and vocation is written by John S. Hammett, and he presents many
characteristics and aspects of human nature that are very relevant for this thesis. Hammett
argues that “work” is a prefall institution that is instituted by God, and is therefore a
necessary component of what it means to be human. And while work has been corrupted
by the Fall, Christians can look forward to the new creation in which work will be
redeemed and emptied of toil.
Once the biblical mandate for a Christian to live in this world has been
established, and the theological doctrines of calling and vocation are examined for
insights, it is necessary to consider the available significant studies within leadership
literature. One of the most influential and respected academic studies on leadership is
Bernard Bass’s The Bass Handbook of Leadership: Theory, Research, & Managerial
Applications.5 This work addresses a vast array of leadership and management topics and
is significant for this thesis because of its tremendous scope and breadth. In particular, the
Bass Handbook will influence this thesis through strong sections on the definition of
leadership, the importance of management and its relationship to leadership, and the
various styles in which leadership is exhibited.
Another highly respected work is Peter Northouse’s Leadership: Theory and
Practice.6 This work presents very in-depth studies of the many leadership styles
4

John S. Hammett, “Human Nature,” in A Theology for the Church, ed. Daniel L. Akin
(Nashville: B&H Publishing, 2007), 340-408.
5
Bernard M. Bass, The Bass Handbook of Leadership: Theory, Research, & Managerial
Applications, 4th ed. (New York: Free Press, 2008).
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Peter G. Northouse, Leadership: Theory and Practice, 5th ed. (Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE
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identified by researchers, with an examination of the strengths and weaknesses of each.
Each “Approach” or “Theory” has a complete chapter, which provides Northouse the
opportunity to present each of the categories of leadership in a thorough manner, fully
describing and illustrating each. Leadership is influential for this thesis because of
Northouse’s academic examination of servant leadership, as well as other forms of ethical
leadership. In addition, Northouse makes positive contributions to the discussion of
stewardship and altruism in leadership.
In the study of Christian leadership, one of the primary models presented as
best practice within current academic studies is servant leadership, and it is impossible to
adequately discuss servant leadership without examining Robert Greenleaf’s Servant
Leadership: A Journey into the Nature of Legitimate Power and Greatness.7 Greenleaf’s
work is foundational for any study on the topic and has been highly influential. At the
heart of Greenleaf’s theory is the belief that the needs of others should be the leader’s
highest priority. Greenleaf argued that servant leaders have a natural desire to serve
others before themselves. Therefore, to develop the best organization possible, leaders
should think of themselves as servants to those they lead. An additional characteristic that
is essential to Greenleaf’s theory is that leaders should invest themselves in developing
those they lead. In fact, development of personnel is a critical component of servant
leadership. This work is essential for this thesis both because of its foundational
character, as well as the theory’s ability to practically address the spiritual gap for many
Christians between faith and work.
Closely connected to servant leadership, while also still quite distinct, is the
Christian leadership principle of stewardship. Peter Block has written a significant work

Publications, 2010).
7
Robert Greenleaf, Servant Leadership: A Journey into the Nature of Legitimate Power and
Greatness, 25th ed. (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, 2002).
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titled Stewardship: Choosing Service Over Self-Interest that examines the concept of
stewardship and how it relates to modern day businesses.8 Block argues that it is a
necessity for leadership to be replaced by stewardship because many organizations are
led by those who are motivated by self-interest, dependency, and control of others. Block
argues that negative types of leaders should be replaced by organizational stewards who
would rely instead upon service, responsibility, and accountability. In addition, Block
stresses the view that stewardship is to hold something in trust for another individual.
Therefore, to be a steward in organizational life is to be willing to be accountable for the
well-being of the larger organization. The well-being of the organization is protected
when those who lead choose stewardship, which is accountability, without using coercive
traditional power structures of leadership, such as control or compliance. Stewardship is a
common Christian symbol and motif for leadership. Therefore, Block’s work is integral
to this thesis as an important secular leadership literature source that points to biblical
principles.
One of the Christian leadership principles that can be a practical contact point
between faith and work for a believer is the leadership model of shepherding. This thesis
will argue that the concept of shepherding can be found within current leadership
literature, even when the concept is presented with other names or labels, such as
“altruism.” However, to develop a thorough Christian concept of shepherding as
leadership, Timothy Laniak’s Shepherd’s After My Own Heart: Pastoral Traditions and
Leadership in the Bible provides a strong presentation.9 Laniak argues that biblical
shepherd imagery provides examples and models by which leaders can evaluate
themselves against God’s standard. This work begins with a background discussion that

8
Peter Block, Stewardship: Choosing Service Over Self-Interest (San Francisco: BerrettKoehler Publishers, 1993).
9
Timothy S. Laniak, Shepherd’s After My Own Heart: Pastoral Traditions and Leadership in
the Bible (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2006).
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provides information about shepherds as historical realities in the Ancient Near East, as
well as various ancient world rulers who made use of this image to strengthen their ruling
position. Laniak then examines both the Old and New Testament for shepherd leaders
whose lives give modern Christians instructive examples of how to be a leader through
the shepherding of God’s people.
Another contact point between faith and work within the argument of this
thesis is that believers are demonstrating Christian leadership when they engage in
teaching. This argument is supported by Gary Bredfeldt in his work Great Leader Great
Teacher: Recovering the Biblical Vision for Leadership.10 Bredfeldt writes that the best
leaders are the greatest teachers. More specifically, Bredfeldt emphasizes the need for
faithful teaching of the Bible to bring about life change through God’s Holy Word. He
argues that the role of teacher has often been missed or ignored by those who consider
and study leadership, but that within this role, the most significant and powerful leading
takes place. In fact, in Bredfeldt’s opinion, individuals cannot truly be leaders unless they
are committed to teaching biblical truths and applying them to life.
The final leadership principle that this thesis will discuss and evaluate is team
leadership, which is a widely examined topic within current leadership studies. From a
Christian worldview, Kenneth Gangel’s Team Leadership in Christian Ministry: Using
Multiple Gifts to Build a Unified Vision is a work that is extensive as it examines the
many facets of leading a team.11 In addition, the work is very thorough in its treatment of
the different layers of leadership in a Christian ministry organization and how they rely
and benefit from team leadership, while also providing a substantial discussion of the
various roles of the team leader. From a secular viewpoint, J. Richard Hackman’s

10
Gary Bredfeldt, Great Leader Great Teacher: Recovering the Biblical Vision for Leadership
(Chicago: Moody Publishers, 2006).
11
Kenneth O. Gangel, Team Leadership in Christian Ministry: Using Multiple Gifts to Build a
Unified Vision, rev. ed. (Chicago: Moody Press, 1997).
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Leading Teams: Setting the Stage for Great Performances examines the five conditions
necessary for the best teams to emerge.12 These five are that the group is a real team, that
a compelling direction is clear, an enabling structure, a supportive context, and finally,
the presence of expert coaching. Hackman also provides a strong focus on what leaders
can do to best prepare their teams for success. Both of these works provide support for
the argument of this thesis that team leadership can be a contact point between faith and
work.
Void in the Literature
A void in the literature is present in three areas in regards to connections
between faith and work. Each of these areas will be addressed through a chapter within
this thesis. To begin with, chapter 3 will address the issue of calling and vocation. If
many of the top evangelical theological works and dictionaries are evaluated, a rather
small amount of space will be found reserved for the topics of calling, vocation, and
work.13 While there is no doubt a great deal of eternally significant material to cover, and
no work can cover all topics, the lack of honest and purposeful discussion regarding a
Christian’s calling and vocation demonstrates a significant void.
Chapter 4 of this thesis will address the difficult issues related to a Christian’s
attitude and behavior within a predominately secular workplace. A significant void exists
in the literature in practically addressing faith and work questions. Notable attempts have

12
J. Richard Hackman, Leading Teams: Setting the Stage for Great Performances (Boston:
Harvard Business Press, 2002).
13

The works referenced and evaluated are as follows: Walter A. Elwell, ed., Evangelical
Dictionary of Theology (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1984); Millard J. Erickson, Christian Theology, 2nd ed.
(Grand Rapids: Baker, 1998); Wayne Grudem, Systematic Theology: An Introduction to Biblical Doctrine
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2000); from a Presbyterian Reformed perspective: Daniel L. Migliore, Faith
Seeking Understanding: An Introduction to Christian Theology (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 1991); from a Lutheran perspective: Ted Peters, God – the World’s Future: Systematic Theology
for a Postmodern Era (Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress Press, 1992). One of the strongest resources
evaluated in terms of these topics would be the following already discussed above: John S. Hammett,
“Human Nature,” A Theology for the Church, ed. Daniel L. Akin (Nashville: B&H Publishing, 2007), 340408.
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been made to bring clarity and understanding to the topic, and many of these will be
discussed and cited in chapter 4. However, considering the complexity and inherent
difficulties when considering issues of faith and its relationship to work, a rather small
sampling of literature exists which seeks to offer practical answers and guidance. The
work of Sebastian Traeger and Greg Gilbert, The Gospel at Work: How Working for King
Jesus Gives Purpose and Meaning to Our Jobs, attempts to fill this void.14 Unfortunately,
much of the guidance provided falls into rather unhelpful categories, such as how does an
individual perform as a Christian boss, how should Christians handle difficult coworkers, and how should a believer share the Gospel at work. On the surface these issues
would seem to be very helpful and practical. However, Traeger and Gilbert focus on such
specific examples that there is no overarching structure or framework to address the
multitude of workplace issues that do not make their subject list. The current literature
either tends towards vagueness, or on the other hand, is overly specific as to be irrelevant
for the vast majority of workplace issues. What is truly needed is a practical overarching
framework by which the Christian life can be applied to the wide variety of workplace
situations believers face Monday through Saturday.
Finally, chapter 5 will consider the implications of this thesis on both the
individual Christian, as well as Christian institutions and secular businesses. The last void
in the literature this thesis seeks to address is the lack of a cohesive strategy for
developing Christians and institutions to properly train believers in navigating the
relationship between faith and work. While there is a significant void within the literature
on this topic, one notable exception is the work by John Knapp How the Church Fails
Businesspeople: And What Can Be Done About It.15 However, Knapp focuses primarily

14
Sebastien Traeger and Greg Gilbert, The Gospel at Work: How Working for King Jesus Gives
Purpose and Meaning to Our Jobs (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2013).
15
John C. Knapp, How the Church Fails Businesspeople: And What Can Be Done about It
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2012).
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on the growth of the spiritual movement at work, affinity groups, and the current situation
in various theological institutions, with little guidance for the individual Christian. It can
be argued that this is not primarily the focus of Knapp’s study. However, this lack of
focus on the individual Christian implicitly affirms that a believer has few practical
sources from which to draw regarding his or her desire to blend faith and work.
Thesis
Christians have a biblical mandate to infuse their faith into every aspect of
their lives. However, there is a spiritual gap that exists for many Christians between their
life of faith and their life at work. This gap can be addressed by evaluating the doctrine of
vocation towards a deeper understanding, followed by a thorough examination of five
leadership principles which provide Christians within the workplace both a shared
language, as well as mutual positively viewed leadership experiences.
Outline of Chapters
Chapter 2 will focus on the biblical mandate to live in complete relationship to
God. Both the Old and the New Testament consistently argue that to be chosen by God
necessitates this complete relationship with Him and a commitment to His ways. This
relationship is demonstrated by Yahweh’s interactions with His chosen people the
Israelites, and continues into the New Testament with the words of Christ and the
teachings of the church of the New Covenant. Scripture argues that Christians are to give
all of themselves to God and God alone, and this must necessarily include vocation if the
Christian’s commitment is to be all encompassing. The Biblical texts that will be
analyzed are Exodus 20:1-17, Deuteronomy 5:6-21, 6:4-9, Leviticus 19:18, Matthew
22:34-40, Luke 10:25-37, and Revelation 3:14-20.
Chapter 3 will consider the theological teachings developed as the biblical
message of complete commitment to God analyzed in chapter 2 was considered and
applied throughout Christian history. Theology centered on calling and vocation provides
10

a vital basis for a Christian’s view of work. Educating Christians in regards to the
importance and value of their calling is necessary if faith and work are to be more closely
connected.
Chapter 4 will examine five leadership principles for connecting faith and
work. These five leadership principles are mutually acknowledged by Biblical theology
and secular literature as beneficial and positive. By using these five as connection points,
a Christian can have both a shared language to bridge the experiences of faith and work,
while also having a practical platform in which to meld Christian convictions and secular
workplace environments.
Chapter 5 will discuss the implications of this work for Christians, the church
and seminaries, and finally businesses. Individuals struggle mightily to bridge the gap
between Sunday faith and Monday work. The five leadership principles of S3T2 provide
believers with both the necessary spiritual perspective to meld faith and work, as well as
a shared language that can assist in bridging their experiences.16 In addition, the church
has often failed to assist Christians with the living out of their faith in the workplace. The
church must deepen its commitment and efforts in this area. Seminaries and theological
schools must also take a more proactive role in developing leaders who can successfully
bring faith into the workplace. Finally, the current business climate that actively supports
the concept of “spirituality” within the workplace is an opportunity for Christians to be
salt and light for Christ and to positively impact their workplace for the Kingdom.

16
The suggested mnemonic of S3T2 is a formula of the first letters of Servant, Steward, and
Shepherd times three, combined with the first letters of Teacher and Team times two. These are the
headings of the five leadership principles presented in this work.
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CHAPTER 2
THE BIBLICAL MANDATE
Throughout the Bible, God has demonstrated a desire to draw a people to
Himself. In the Old Testament this occurred within promises to the Patriarchs of Genesis,
the powerful acts of liberation on behalf of the Israelites in Egypt, and the formation of
the nation of Israel with both the positives and negatives of that history. As the narrative
of Scripture moves into the New Testament, this demonstration continues as Jesus
consistently teaches and focuses upon God’s love for His people, and the desire to be in
fellowship with them. This chapter will focus upon selections from Scripture to evaluate
God’s love, His expectations for His chosen people, and what impact these expectations
should have upon the entirety of a believer’s life and sphere of influence. In short, what
does it “look” like to live in this world as a chosen child of God? The following
selections give insight into, and provide a necessary basis for, adducing appropriately
grounded Scriptural conclusions regarding the importance of a Christian worldview
within the workplace.
Exodus 20:1-17 and Deuteronomy 5:6-21
The Ten Commandments
Scholarly consensus has long solidified upon the academic position that the
Ten Commandments follow the ancient suzerainty treaty formula in their format and
presentation. Several characteristics of the suzerainty treaty were common to the ancient
world; including a contract made between a stronger power and a weaker vassal, a
promise of protection for the weaker by the stronger, and commitment and stipulations
for the weaker power in return for the protection afforded. Suzerainty treaties could occur
between nations or individuals, although the stronger individual in the treaty would, by
12

necessity, have to possess the means necessary to promise and provide protection and
safety.
Douglas K. Stuart provides a strong explanation and comparison of the
relationship of Yahweh’s interaction with His chosen people to the ancient suzerainty
treaties.
The legal portion of Exodus is patterned after those of ancient covenants knows as
“suzerainty treaties,” where a conqueror made a treaty with the conquered in which
he “benefited” them with his protection and care as long as they would abide by the
treaty stipulations. Such covenants normally have six parts, summarized here with
the coordinates that relate the structure to Exodus:
1. Preamble: which identifies the giver and recipients of the covenant
(“the LORD your God,” 20:2)
2. Prologue: a reminder of the relationship of the suzerain to the people
(“who brought you out of Egypt,” 20:2)
3. Stipulations: various laws/obligations on the part of the people (20:323:19; 25:1-31:18)
4. List of witnesses to the covenant [I am Yahweh,” Exod 29:46; 31:13;
Lev 11:44]
5. Document clause: providing for writing down of the covenant so that
periodic reading and relearning of the covenant can take place as time
goes by (see Exod 24:4,7,12)
6. Sanctions: blessings and curses as incentives for obedience (see Exod
20:5-6,12,24; 23:20-31; cf. Lev 26:3-14 [blessings}; 26:14-39
[curses]; 26:40-45 [restoration blessings]).1
As a result of these similarities between the Old Testament covenant and the
suzerainty treaty, the Israelites entered into a covenantal relationship familiar to their
cultural setting. However, a significant difference is at the very heart of this covenant:
This covenant relationship is initiated by God Himself for a people already redeemed.
This characteristic cannot be overstated. The special relationship between Yahweh and
His people did not begin with the covenant, but instead is made with a people who have
already been chosen. This redemption becomes the basis for the giving of the Law, with
the intention that through the commands, the relationship asserted at the Exodus will be

1
Douglas K. Stuart, Exodus, The New American Commentary, vol. 2 (Nashville: Broadman &
Holman Publishers, 2006), 439.
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further developed. Peter C. Craigie explains that the “Decalogue is the legal basis of the
covenant relationship, but to stress its nature as law would be to fail to appreciate its true
role.”2 Peter E. Enns argues the law has grace as its very foundation.
Now they are to learn what a redeemed life should look like. The law, in other
words, is connected to grace. It is based on God’s gracious act of saving his people;
it is not a condition of becoming God’s people, for that has already happened in the
Exodus. They now perceive rules for holy living, so they can become more and
more God’s holy people. This is what God wants for them.3
As a result, the law given by Yahweh is not salvific in character, but rather instructional.
Yahweh has already provided liberation and grace to this covenant people. Instead, it is
through the Decalogue, and the commands that further illuminate them, that the chosen
people will understand what this God expects and how they, as His chosen people, will
“look.”
However, the Israelites would not be Yahweh’s people in isolation. It is not
necessary to possess a great knowledge of ancient history to be aware that the cultures of
the Exodus time period (fifteenth century B.C.) were extremely polytheistic, in which
every stage and phase of life was connected to a god or deity. The Israelites themselves
had lived for several centuries surrounded by Egyptian religious culture, which was
marked by a sophisticated milieu of deities and religious ceremonies. However,
Yahweh’s choosing of the Israelites would be very different. This people had experienced
grace and would live in relationship with this God. In return, Yahweh promised to not
only protect them, but bless them if they would follow the commandments He gave for
the protection of their relationship with Him and the larger purpose for which He had
called and redeemed them.
This larger purpose was to witness to the other cultures of the Ancient Near

2
Peter C. Craigie, The Book of Deuteronomy, The New International Commentary on the Old
Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1976), 149.
3

Peter E. Enns, Exodus, The NIV Application Commentary (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2000),

412.
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East that there was one God who desired relationship. The laws of Yahweh were given to
a specific people so that these people could witness to the divine character and nature of
their God Yahweh. So while these laws did in reality order the daily lives of the
Israelites, their purpose was in fact much larger in that the Israelites would be “different”
than the world around them. Their uniqueness would demonstrate to the Ancient Near
East that there was another way; a way of grace. Enns makes this argument persuasively
when he writes, “The focus of many of these commands is to foster social cohesion,
which serves not merely to make the Israelites ‘nice people,’ but agents of world change,
image-bearers of God to be a light to the nations.”4
Therefore, the greater divine purpose for these laws is two-fold. First, they are
guides for living in a relationship with Yahweh after grace has been extended. They do
not earn salvation; they are the natural extension of grace already given. Second, they aim
to demonstrate to the nations that Yahweh is God alone and His people bear witness to
this fact.
However, while these commandments may not earn salvation, they are still the
laws of Yahweh and have a significant impact upon the resultant blessings or
punishments received by the Israelites. Therefore, they are not to be taken lightly or
casually. Enns argues, “The laws concerning conduct toward others are still commands
from God. They are still his laws, so that breaking any commandment, even one against a
fellow Israelite, is an offense toward God. That is, there is no sphere in ancient Israelite
life that is ‘secular.’”5 Through the giving of the Decalogue, in both the Exodus and
Deuteronomy presentation, Yahweh has demonstrated that every aspect of His chosen
people’s lives will be a witness to His power and desire for relationship. Through the
Decalogue and their wide implications, both positive and negative, the entire life of the
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chosen people would be lived in relationship with Yahweh. Enns expounds by writing,
More important than which commands are specifically mentioned, where, and how
often, is the fact that these commands are given to Israel in order to distinguish them
from the other nations. Because Israel is God’s people, they are to reflect God’s
nature in their conduct. In this way they will bear witness to the nations that
Yahweh is God and no other, which will lead to the nations acknowledging that God
exists. It is the redemptive-theological dimension of these commands that must be
emphasized. They are given to a redeemed people in order that they may more fully
bear the image of God as they live among the nations of the world. They are never
intended to make Israel a “nice” nation, nor are they to be imposed on the nations
apart from their own prior heartfelt acknowledgement that Yahweh alone is to be
worshiped. Israel’s task as a holy nation is to be a light to the Gentiles. The Ten
Commandments are a means toward that end.6
Christians are living in the new covenant ushered in by the ministry of Jesus
and the salvation He offers through the gift of grace. As the Israelites were chosen and
redeemed irrespective of their merits, Christians are chosen by Yahweh and redeemed by
the work of His Son. The same God who called the Israelites out of Egypt into the
Promised Land is the God who calls Christians today into relationship with Him and is
represented by the gathering of the church. In fact, “The church is the new Israel and as
such, the gift of the law given to the Israelites is transposed into a new context.
Moreover, seeing the law reiterated rather than obviated in the context of God’s grace in
Christ underscores the proper relationship between law and grace.”7 Christians are not
redeemed by the Law any more than the Israelites of the Old Testament. However, the
call of Yahweh’s commands carry the same weight and importance in the life of modern
day Christians.
As discussed above, Yahweh demonstrates through His commands that He is a
God who desires relationship. The Decalogue’s two-fold focus of relationship and
witnessing that encompassed the lives of ancient Israelites continues to have purpose and
provide direction for the modern day believer. To begin with, Christians are called into a
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relationship with God that is much deeper than a “do’s and don’ts” religion. Christians
can never earn salvation by remaining free from the stain of sin, and must rely on the
grace of Yahweh through the blood of Jesus for the hope of eternity. As the Israelites
were called out of Egypt by Yahweh’s power, Christians are called to Christ through the
power of the Holy Spirit. Christians follow the commands of Yahweh because it is
through these that believers experience and strengthen their relationship with God.
The second focus of the law as a witness to the nations is fulfilled as Christians
are called to follow Yahweh’s laws, so that as they become more and more the image of
God, they can witness to the surrounding world the call of Christ and the power of God.
“His law is to be followed not so that individuals can show their worth before God, and
certainly not so that they can either earn or secure their salvation, but so that God’s
people can show the world the kind of God they worship.”8 As Christians follow
Yahweh’s commands, the world views a demonstration of what it means to live in a
relationship with a God that seeks to be known by His creation. A Christian can have a
significant impact upon their sphere of influence by following God’s commandments and
having others see this relationship lived out on a daily basis.
Finally, as discussed above, the giving of the Decalogue demonstrated to the
ancient Israelites that no sphere of their lives was untouched by their relationship with
Yahweh as covenant people. As they attempted to live out the commands of their God,
these commands impacted every phase and aspect of life. The obvious corollary is that
Christians are also called to live out their relationship with Jesus in the new covenant as a
people redeemed by grace in every sphere of their lives, including their work or
marketplace. There is not a single arena of life in which God’s law and commands do not
apply. In conclusion, Craigie states that the “implications remain the same today; the
relationship to one God must dominate every sphere of life, whether the life of action, of
8
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thought, or of emotion. There can be no area of life in which a person or thing comes
before the commitment to the one God. The other gods may take on forms more subtle
than wooden images or stone idols; indeed, anything that relegates the relationship with
God to second place functions in effect as ‘another god.’”9
Deuteronomy 6:4-9, Leviticus 19:18,
Matthew 22:34-40 and
Luke 10:25-37
As the Israelites began to consider the Ten Commandments and their
implications, certain teachings and aspects of the Decalogue became particularly
important for the summary of the truths they contained. In particular, Deuteronomy 6:4-9
came to be considered as the essence of the Decalogue and the very core of the Torah by
rabbis and Jewish religious leaders.10 Craigie explains that this passage contains what has
been called “the fundamental truth of Israel’s religion” and “the fundamental duty
founded upon it. The fundamental truth has to do with the nature of God as one (v. 4),
and the fundamental duty is the response of love which God requires of man (v. 5).”11
Therefore, in these verses the First Commandment of the Decalogue is presented
positively, as opposed to the negative presentation of Exodus 20 and Deuteronomy 5.
These five verses came to be known as the Shema, from the opening Hebrew word שמע
(shema‘) that has the standard English translation “hear.”12 However, the word can also
be translated as “listen to” or “obey.”13 Such was the regard and importance of these
verses that the Shema, following the mandate within the passage, was repeated twice a
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day every day, as a means of reminding the Israelites of their special relationship with
Yahweh.
The Shema calls all Israelites to love Yahweh with “all their heart, soul and
with all their might” (NAS). These English translations of ancient Hebrew nouns deserve
special attention in order for their full meaning to be truly understood. The Hebrew word
translated “heart” is ( לבבlebab) which can mean “heart, ones’ inner self; inclination,
disposition; will, intention; attention, consideration, and reason.”14 Clearly, the Hebrew
word has deep connotations in regards to the seat of one’s volition. Gordon J. McConville
writes, “The translation ‘heart’ is suitable, since ‘heart’ in Deuteronomy is typical for
penetrating to the seat of the will (as in English ‘heartfelt’).”15 Christopher J. H. Wright
states, “The heart (lebab) in Hebrew was not so much the seat of emotions and feelingsas it is in English metaphors- as the seat of the intellect, will and intention. You think in
your heart, and your heart shapes your character, choices, and decisions. It is also the
center of the human being as a moral agent.”16
The English word “soul” is the standard translation of the Hebrew ( נפשnepes),
but as with heart, this metaphor does not capture the entirety of the Hebrew meaning. A
fuller description and translation of  נפשwould be “living being, oneself; life; and soul.”17
Therefore, the “soul” of an individual, as the ancient Israelite would have understood it,
means one’s unique essence as an individual. McConville argues that the word means a
person’s “vitality.”18 Wright explains that “most often it is used to express the whole
inner self, with all the emotions, desires, and personal characteristics that make each
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human being unique.”19
If this passage in Deuteronomy 6 concluded with these two words representing
the decision-making capability of individual, combined with the very essence of that
same individual, then most would consider this to be a strong statement of the loyalty and
commitment one should both internalize and demonstrate towards Yahweh. However, the
Shema goes one step further and includes the word מאד, which is frequently translated as
“strength” or “power.” Wright argues that there is a sense within the word of “verymuchness.”20 However, Wright also points to the fact that “the earliest Jewish versions
(including the Targum) translated it as ‘your substance’ or ‘your possessions’ – an
acceptable possibility that has some support in Proverbs 3:9.”21 Therefore, the most
accurate understanding for the ancient Israelite would have been one of commitment that
“exceeded” and would have extended to the entirety of an individual’s life, even their
possessions. This final addition to heart and soul would have made it clear to Yahweh’s
chosen people that every aspect of an individual was required, their “full capacities,
perhaps including natural abilities and even resources.”22 It is not enough to just love
Yahweh with all one’s decision-making abilities and with the whole of one’s inner
vitality (as difficult, if not impossible, as this might be), but one must also love Yahweh
with everything in that individual’s life and existence.
The entirety of this relationship and commitment is expounded upon in the
following verses of Deuteronomy 6:7-9. These verses discuss the importance of filling
the home with conversation regarding the Shema (v. 7), knowing the verses fully (v. 8),
and making them public by posting them on the home and the gates (v. 9). These words
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were not to be simply for an individual, but were to radiate out to the rest of that
individual’s world. The Shema should be the constant focus of conversation within the
home, when getting up in the morning until going to bed in the evening (You shall teach
them . . . when you lie down and when you rise up [v. 7]). They would be “bound” to the
individual, both literally and figuratively on the forehead. And they would be in the
society and places of power, signified by placing the commands on the “gates” where
public transactions and societal interactions took place. In short, there was not an aspect
of the individual’s life that was not to be impacted by the teachings of the Shema.
Commentators are in wide agreement in acknowledging the importance
Scripture places upon the constant and all-encompassing nature of these teachings. They
are to literally fill the life and sphere of influence of the ancient Israelite. As way of
example, Wright writes that “the law of God is thus to be applied to the individual (your
hands and your foreheads), the family (your houses), and public, civil society (your gates,
the place of public business, courts, markets, etc.). The believer must work out the
meaning of loving God in appropriate ways for all three levels. The love-commitment of
the whole person in verse 5 is thus expanded to the whole community in verse 7-9.”23
Craigie comments, “Whether taken literally or metaphorically, the signs described in
verses 8-9 indicate that the individual (v. 8), his home, and his community (v. 9) were to
be distinguished in their character by obedience to the commandments as a response of
love for God.”24 Craigie comments further that “the commandments were to permeate
every sphere of the life of man.”25 In conclusion then, the commands of the Shema were
to involve the entirety of the ancient Israelites’ lives. Not a single aspect of either the
individual, or the individual’s life was outside the focus and concern of these commands.
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Yahweh had established the covenant with this people and this summary of the very basis
of the covenant (the Decalogue) was to permeate the entire sphere of life and influence of
the redeemed people.
Jesus and the Law
Throughout the centuries, Jewish religious leaders discussed, developed, and
argued over various topics related to the laws of Yahweh. It is not surprising then that
once Jesus’ ministry began, questions from religious leaders concerning various points of
the law were often used to “trip” Jesus up, or attempts to expose Him as outside the
mainstream of Jewish belief. Matthew records such an occurrence in chapter 22:34-40
when a lawyer of the Pharisees asks Jesus, “Which is the greatest commandment in the
Law?” (v. 36). Jesus responds with the Shema of Deuteronomy 6 by saying, “You shall
love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your
mind” (NAS), and states that this is the greatest commandment. This would have been an
acceptable answer to the lawyer. However, Jesus expands the greatest commandment and
states, “The second is like it, ‘You shall love your neighbor as yourself’” (NAS). This is a
direct quote from Leviticus 19:18 and would have been well known to both the lawyer
and many present in the crowd. In quoting this passage from Leviticus, Jesus is using a
well-known verse to answer the question on the lawyer’s own terms and religious
concepts.
Furthermore, Jesus is making the argument that these two commandments are
the sum of the entire law. The love of God and the love of others constitute the entirety of
the Old Testament law. In fact, Matthew concludes this pericope with Jesus stating that
upon these two commandments ολος ο νομος κρεμαται και οι προφηται, hang the whole
law and the prophets. However, how can these two statements truly encompass the
entirety of the Old Testament teachings and laws of Yahweh? R. T. France argues that
the answer lies within Jesus’ choice to use Deuteronomy 6:5 and Leviticus 19:18 to
22

address the lawyer’s “test.”
In the first place, by focusing on “love” rather than on more tangible regulations to
be obeyed it lifts the discussion above merely adjudicating between competing
rules, and gives the priority to a principle which has potential application to virtually
every aspect of religious and communal life . . . . In the second place, by bringing
these two texts together Jesus asserts that the one principle of love applies equally to
the two main aspects of religious duty, one’s attitude to God and one’s attitude to
other people. It is these two foci which provide the framework of the Decalogue,
with its two “tables” covering these two aspects in turn. If the Decalogue is itself a
sort of epitome of the law, these two quotations in turn sum up the Decalogue.26
Therefore, France finds within these two verses the summation of the
Decalogue that help illumine Jesus’ statement that the whole law and prophets can be
fully understood by these teachings. In contrast to laws of “do’s and don’ts,” Jesus lifts
up love of God and love of others as the foci from which to understand the “do’s and
don’ts” presented throughout the Old Testament, and especially the Decalogue. Love
becomes the focal point and a truer basis for understanding the law than regulations and
rules. France concludes his discussion by writing, “The two texts chosen by Jesus are
together sufficiently strong to bear the weight of the whole OT . . . . Far from making the
law irrelevant, therefore, love thus becomes ‘the primary hermeneutical principle for
interpreting and applying the law.’”27 Finally, Donald A. Hagner concludes that when
one truly loves God and others, than “the law and the prophets have reached their
ultimate goal.”28
In addition, by elevating the love of neighbor to the second greatest
commandment, Jesus is laying the groundwork for this verse in Leviticus to become the
basis for Christian ethics within the church of the new covenant. Hagner argues this point
when he states that this verse is clearly the fundamental ground upon which the ethical
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teaching of the NT church is built.29 In support of his statement is the fact that other New
Testament texts lift up this use of the Leviticus passage as the guiding principle for the
interactions of Christians with others (Rom 13:9, Gal 5:14; and Jas 2:8). Followers of
Christ will be known by their love towards a neighbor, as well as their love of God.
Neighbor
Therefore, if the love of neighbor is the fundamental foundation of the
Church’s social ethic, the essential question for understanding the ethic is “Who is a
neighbor?” This question had been widely discussed throughout the history of Judaism as
religious leaders grappled with this issue. John E. Hartley explains, “In Judaism at the
time of Jesus there was a great debate over who was one’s companion or neighbor, some
groups favoring a broader definition than others.”30 Thus, Jesus spoke into a historical
context in which the people of the covenant had varied opinions on this topic. However,
Jesus raised the ante and expanded the definition far beyond what his first century
students were prepared to hear. Hartley continues by stating, “The standard for loving or
being beneficial to another person is that that person is like one’s very own self, thus
being worthy of one’s love . . . . Jesus took this commandment, elevated it as the second
of the two great commandments, and expanded the circle of ‘an acquaintance’ to include
all fellow humans, particularly anyone in need.”31
This expansion can be seen fully demonstrated within Luke’s presentation of
this pericope, which in his Gospel account leads directly into the Parable of the Good
Samaritan (Luke 10:25-37). In Luke’s presentation the lawyer asks a different question,
“What shall I do to inherit eternal life?” (NAS). Jesus asks him the answer he finds in
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Scripture, meaning specifically the Torah. The lawyer gives the Deuteronomy and
Leviticus verses as a reply in Luke’s account, as opposed to Matthew’s presentation
which has Jesus supply the answer. Then the lawyer goes a step further and asks Jesus,
“And who is my neighbor?” (NAS). It is at this point that Luke records Jesus’ telling of
the Parable of the Good Samaritan (Luke 10:30-37). The most applicable aspect of the
Parable for this study is Jesus’ intentional teaching of a neighbor being anyone in need,
regardless of any human or societal distinction. France observes,
While there was a clearly limited sense to “neighbor” both in the original text and in
later Jewish understanding of it, Jesus makes it clear . . . in the parable of the Good
Samaritan (Luke 10:25-37) that for his disciples no such limitation is acceptable.
The neighbor is everyone, and the nature of the “love” which God expects is equally
unlimited: “as (you love) yourself.”32
Jesus’ followers are to pay no heed to any attempt by fallen humanity to place
people into categories of “other” that could somehow exclude them from love. The
lawyer is hardly expecting the direction Jesus is taking His teaching. Even as the Parable
is concluded, the lawyer cannot find the ability to mention the paragon of the story by his
heritage and title of “Samaritan,” but instead opts for the reference of “The one who
showed mercy” (NAS), demonstrating the deep animosity Jews had for the “mixedbreed” Samaritans. Darrell L. Bock goes a step further and argues, “The lawyer’s
question about identifying his neighbor is really an attempt to say there is such a person
as a ‘non-neighbor.’ Jesus refuses to turn people into a subspecies or into things that can
be ignored.”33 Furthermore, “By choosing the Samaritan as the model, Jesus shows that
neighbors may be found anywhere, among any racial group, even in those groups
despised by the Jewish leadership.”34 For Jesus’ hearers, if a Samaritan could be lifted up
as a virtuous neighbor, worthy of imitation, than truly anyone and everyone was their
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neighbor.
Implications for Twenty-First-Century
Christians
As discussed above, the Shema and its use in the New Testament pericopes
within Matthew and Luke are summarizations of the Decalogue and intent of the Old
Testament law and prophets. As such, many implications are present within these verses
for modern day Christians who desire to live every aspect of their lives in relationship to
God and impact their sphere of influence for His Kingdom. To begin with, if Christians
have any doubt that the Decalogue requires one to give everything to the Lord, then the
summary contained within the Shema leaves no room for confusion. If Christians are to
love the Lord God with all their heart and mind and strength, then the only appropriate
understanding is that God requires all of a person, every aspect of their life. This includes
personal devotion, but also involves the giving over to God all of the many and varied
aspects of a Christian’s life, including work, recreation, time, possessions, talents, etc.
The list compiled could be absolutely endless because it is clear from these verses that
every part and parcel of an individual believer is to be put into a proper relationship with
God; meaning God comes first and everything else is second.
If this ordering were attempted by a majority of individuals connected to
churches throughout the United States, the spiritual state of society would be significantly
improved. Unfortunately, churches have many attending who have not committed
themselves to giving over every aspect of their lives to God, thus giving up the
opportunity to have an eternal impact on the various arenas in which they live. It should
not be assumed that this level of commitment is easily achieved, and it must be accepted
that it will never be fully accomplished while living in a fallen, corrupted world.
However, there are many nominal Christians who do not even understand that complete
commitment to God and others is the Biblical standard. Christians need to hear the
unified message of Scripture that God wants relationship that is total surrender, not half
26

hearted efforts that assuage guilt or earn positive “marks” that can somehow be redeemed
when necessary. God requires all of a person, not just what that individual is willing to
give.
A Christian’s total commitment to Christ is visible through the way he or she
interacts with the world and the workplace. This is clearly demonstrated by the inclusion
of the second greatest commandment, and its frequent discussion throughout the New
Testament. In particular, Jesus’ quoting of Leviticus 19:18 in Matthew, and the Parable of
the Good Samaritan in Luke demonstrate without question God’s expectation that His
children will be known by the way that they love others. This is the way Christians are
separated, or “holy,” in a sinful fallen world. While we are called to give everything to
God, it must be understood that these pericopes demonstrate that the way the world will
know who is committed to Christ is the way that an individual Christian loves those
around him or her.
Truly loving others has a tremendous potential impact upon the sphere of
influence of a believer, especially in the secular workplace. What would it look like if all
of a Christian’s work interactions were based in love, instead of a desire to succeed or
step over someone to get a promotion or raise? How might a boss interact with
employees in love? How should a Christian handle conflict with those within their
workplace and sphere of influence? How would a Christian business leader demonstrate a
love for others in their decision making process? Many more questions could be supplied
as examples, but the point remains that if Christians are to truly love others as
themselves, then every interaction within their arena of life should be based in a deep
concern and caring for the other, perhaps even more so when that individual is a modern
day “Samaritan.”
Because of the radical nature and wide ranging implications inherent in such a
thought as truly loving others, it is important to examine the nature of Biblical love to
fully understand its practice towards others. Hagner makes the argument that love in
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these verses is not about emotion in any way. Rather, “Love for one’s neighbor means
acting toward others with their good, their well-being, their fulfillment, as the primary
motivation and goal of our deeds. Such love is constant and takes no regard of the
perceived merit or worth of the other person.”35 Therefore, biblical love is action and
choice, not fluctuating emotion. Christians can choose to love another and act in that
individual’s best interests, even if the person is unlovable. The world knows that
Christians are children of God because of the way they choose to love all people, and
these day-to-day choices are visible in every arena of the Christian’s life. Bock provides a
fitting summary of how loving others should look: “The issue is not who we may or may
not serve, but serving where need exists. We are not to seek to limit who our neighbors
might be. Rather, we are to be a neighbor to those whose needs we can meet.”36
Revelation 3:14-20 – The Letter to the Laodiceans
Unfortunately, it did not take long for the followers of Jesus to act contrary to
His teachings regarding complete commitment to God and love of the other. The church
at Laodicea is a strong biblical example of a community of believers who have become
ineffective in the faith and spiritually sick. The Book of Revelation begins with seven
letters to churches in ancient Asia Minor, or modern day Turkey, and the last of the
letters was to the church in Laodicea. This city was located at the conjunction of two
roads that led from the West into the eastern province of Phrygia, and from there into the
rest of Asia Minor and the East. The city was situated on a plateau about a half-mile
square and a few hundred feet above the plain in the fertile Lycus valley. Laodicea was
the more important member of three cities located geographically quite close to each
other, with Hierapolis six miles to the north and Colosse ten miles to the east. Each of
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these three cities was in the province of Phrygia.37
As mentioned above, the letter to the Laodiceans was the last of the letters
John was commanded to write to the churches in “Asia.” This may in fact have been
because this church was in the worst shape spiritually. In essence, John’s seven letters
built to a crescendo that culminated with this strongly worded indictment to the
Laodicean church. G. K. Beale has observed, “This church needs an injection of Christ’s
resurrection power, since they are in the worst condition of all the churches in the letters.
Even in the nearly dead church of Sardis, there was a faithful remnant, but no such
remnant is clearly discernible in the Laodicean church, nor is there any commendations
as occurs to varying degrees in all the other letters.”38 So while the other churches had at
least some type of positive spiritual health marker on which to find joy, or perhaps hope,
there is no such positive note to offer the church at Laodicea. They are simply quite
spiritually dead.
After the greeting of the letter, John begins the critique of the church by
writing that Christ knows the deeds of the Laodiceans and that they are oυτε ψυχρος ει
ουτε ζεστος (oute psychros ei oute zestos, you are neither hot nor cold), but instead, the
church is lukewarm (χλιαρος, chliaros).39 This passage is strongly worded, but has often
been misunderstood. Osborne explains: “The statement oυτε ψυχρος ει ουτε ζεστος . . .
has been the subject of much speculation down through the centuries. Until the midtwentieth century, it was moralized as ‘hot or cold’ spirituality.” The problem with this
explanation was sufficiently laying out the rational for why Jesus would rather they be
“cold” spiritually than “lukewarm.” As a result of this difficulty, it has been argued
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consistently that the metaphor stems from Laodicea’s water supply.40
To fully understand the allusion Christ may have intended, it is necessary to
briefly explain the everyday challenge and situation the citizens of Laodicea faced in
regards to their water. Robert H. Mounce explains the situation by writing,
Laodicea’s major weakness was its lack of an adequate and convenient source for
water. Its location had been determined by the road system rather than by natural
resources. Thus water had to be brought in from springs near Denizli (six miles to
the south) through a system of stone pipes approximately three feet in diameter.
Such an aqueduct could easily be cut off, leaving the city helpless, especially in the
dry season when the Lycus could dry up.41
As dangerous as a suspect water supply could be for a city during the first century A.D.
for reasons such as enemies or the dry season, the larger day-to-day issue was the quality
of the water itself. Since the water was piped from the hot springs located near Denizli, it
did not have enough time to cool before arriving at Laodicea, resulting in water that was
tepid and “lukewarm.” In addition to the temperature, Osborne points out the fact that the
water was also full of calcium carbonate deposits that literally caused vomiting.42
As if this situation did not create enough frustration for the citizens of
Laodicea, they were subjected daily to the fact that their two sister cities, within relatively
easy walking distance, were famed for the quality of their water. Hierapolis was famous
for its hot springs to such a degree that the city became a major health center as a result
of the benefits that were attributed to the water. On the opposite end of the spectrum,
Colosse was most likely established at its ancient location because of the cold, clear
water that was found there.43 In comparison to both of these situations, Laodiceans
consistently struggled against the sickly water that slowly wound its way down the
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aqueducts, bringing its negative effects with it.
Most commentators on this passage see a direct allusion in Christ’s words
ψυχρος ει ουτε ζεστος (you are neither hot nor cold) to the water situation of Laodicea.44
In effect, Christ is saying to the church that their spirituality was neither healing (hot),
nor spiritually refreshing (cold). It was instead, a sickening “lukewarm.” Mounce
describes the situation by writing that “the contrast is between the hot medicinal waters of
Hierapolis and the cold, pure waters of Colossae,” and argues that the result is
ineffectiveness on the part of the church.45 This ineffectiveness leads Jesus to state, “I
wish (οφελον, ophelon) that you were either cold or hot.” The point is that the
effectiveness of the church should not have matched the tepid and nauseating affect of its
water supply. “They were devoid of works and useless to the Lord.”46 It is enough to
make Christ state vividly, “I will spit you out of my mouth” (NAS). After this devastating
chastisment, Jesus then begins to reveal the true spiritual state of the Laodicean church.
They say they are rich and wealthy, but spiritually Christ views them as poor and blind
and naked. This view clashes deeply with the opinion the church has of itself.
The obvious questions must be “Why was this church so spiritually empty and
wayward? Why does Christ view this church as so depraved?” Commentators point to
significant factors in the life of Laodicea that may shed light on the church’s predicament
and chief sins. First, Laodicea was an extremely wealthy city. This wealth is universally
attested in both ancient and current texts. Much of this wealth was the result of
Laodicea’s location on the roads connecting East and West through Asia Minor. A
significant amount of traffic and goods passed through the city, and the roads brought this
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wealth. Christ lifts up this reality, but in a strictly negative tone. The mindset of the
Laodiceans is that “I am rich, and have become wealthy, and have need of nothing”
(NAS). However, this is the very basis for Christ stating that, in spiritual reality, they are
in fact “wretched and miserable and poor” (NAS).
The wealth of the Laodicean city and church had corrupted the effectiveness
and spiritual health of the people, but a greater misunderstanding was at work as well.
The church believed that its material wealth indicated blessing from God, and an
affirmation of their mindset and viewpoint. Osborne argues that “because they
[Laodiceans] were materially ‘rich,’ they assumed that they were spiritually ‘rich’ . . . .
The church was like the city, believing that its material wealth connoted spiritual
wealth . . . . [and] They had succumbed to their own affluent lifestyle and they did not
even know it!”47 Thus the church had fallen into a self-confidence that justified and
validated its lack of effectiveness and commitment by pointing to the supposed
affirmative material blessings. Osborne continues, “The Laodiceans had apparently
listened to their worldly affluence rather than Christ and had thought material success
meant they were right with God (a mistaken theology that paralleled some aspects of
ancient Jewish thinking and continues today). Their enthusiasm needed to change focus
from self to God, and the only way to do so was to repent.”48 Therefore, Christ calls this
church to buy gold from Him that has been refined by fire so that they may become truly
rich (v. 18). The Laodiceans must turn away from their spiritually destructive material
wealth, and receive from God a gold that will bring them spiritual healing and vitality.
Christ chastises the Laodicean church as wretched, miserable, and spiritually
poor, but they are also blind and naked. Similar to the church having wealth, but actually
being spiritually poor, Jesus is making a statement of contrasts that would have been
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especially understandable and relevant to the Laodiceans. The city was known throughout
the ancient world for its famous medical school, and as the center for the production of a
special eye salve that was believed to have a medicinal affect. This medicine was widely
known as “Phrygian powder” and was mixed with oil.49 Jesus is using the Laodiceans’
own strength and fame in this area to highlight their actual spiritual depravity and
blindness. They are blind to their true spiritual state. The spiritual solution is for the
church to receive new sight. Jesus is stating to the church that they need to purchase a
different eye salve, one that He provides, so that they may see themselves as they truly
are spiritually. “They must ‘see’ their spiritual blindness, repent, and receive spiritual
healing from Christ, who alone is the source of healing.”50
So, in contrast to their own opinions of themselves, the Laodiceans are poor
and blind, but finally, they are also naked. As with their eye salve, the city produced a
wool that was exceedingly well known for its fine quality. Mounce describes the
widespread knowledge of this famous wool by explaining that “the fertile ground of the
Lycus valley provided good grazing for sheep. By careful breeding, a soft, glossy black
wool had been produced that was much in demand and brought fame to the region.
Among the various garments woven in Laodicea was a tunic called the trimita. So widely
known was this tunic that at the Council of Chalcedon in A.D. 451 Laodicea was called
Trimitaria.”51 While the Laodiceans may have been famous for their garments, Christ
states that they are actually naked before God. Again, Jesus uses an allusion that would
have been well understood by the church to convict them to repentance and a true
relationship with Him.
Unfortunately, the twenty-first century church of the West has many parallels
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to the Laodicean church, which is very disturbing to say the least when Jesus’ harsh
indictments against this worshiping body are considered. The modern church could easily
fit the “lukewarm” description Christ levies on the Laodiceans. If, as discussed above, the
use of the terms hot and cold are allusions to the spiritual vitality and effectiveness of the
church, then Christians in the United States would be wise to take note and begin a
process of true self-evaluation and repentance. Many surveys and studies indicate that
religion is decreasing in its influence in the culture of the West; and in some regions of
Europe and Canada, the society is practically void of a Christian presence altogether.52 A
wide and detailed discussion of these trends is outside the scope of this study. However,
the patterns and numbers are impossible to misinterpret in regards to the negative
conclusions one can draw concerning the spiritual impact on the workplace and secular
society of Christianity in the West, and increasingly, the United States in particular.
Alarmingly, churches and individual Christians in the West have fallen victim
to the same mindset and viewpoints that affected the Laodiceans so negatively. In a word,
the church in the United States is too wealthy to truly understand its disease. Much like
the Laodicean church, the church in this country has benefited from being located in an
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area of the world that is full of natural resources and riches, advanced learning, and an
economy unmatched by any other in the world, even in the midst of the current economic
difficulties. The church is struggling with overabundance and material wealth that has
made individual Christians complacent and disinterested in impacting their sphere of
influence for Christ. Osborne accents this argument:
The Laodicean church is unfortunately a perfect parallel for some of the greatest
problems in the church at the start of the twenty-first century, especially in the West
and parts of the Far East. Affluence has made us “lukewarm,” for we have become
self-satisfied and interpret our trappings of “success” (big churches, beautiful
buildings, huge budgets) as God’s blessings. We too easily forget that God wants
our hearts and not just our numbers . . . . The point of the Laodicean letter is to warn
us that God demands our best. If worldly possessions are more important than he is,
we too will “make Christ sick.” The answer is to “repent” and gain “victory” over
material and earth-centered pursuits. We need to serve him and let him glorify us in
his own time, for he will.53
The wealth of the American church has deceived the institution, as well as
individual Christians from recognizing their true state. Much like the Laodiceans who
interpreted their wealth as Godly affirmation of their works, the church of the West has
fallen victim to a similar false view. Christians in the successful West have deluded
themselves into believing that God is not only happy with their spiritual vitality, but is
actually blessing it, as demonstrated by big sanctuary and buildings, significant resources,
and large budgets. “The Laodiceans may have interpreted their material wealth as a
blessing from God and thus have been self-deceived as to their true spiritual state. The
parallel with the church today is obvious.”54 Unfortunately, the end result of this delusion
has been diminished impact upon the culture, and a virtually invisible role within the
secular workplace. The self-assurance of Christians and churches in the West has resulted
in a “lukewarmness” that Revelations teaches would make Christ want to spit these
institutions out of His mouth, as well as the Christians within them.
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However, a solution is offered not only to the Laodiceans, but also modern
Christians of the West as well. Christ urges the church to “be zealous, and repent” (NAS).
The only solution for this lack of true spiritual vitality is to desire the things of Christ,
accept discipline, renew commitment, and repent from past sins (vv. 18, 19). It is
important to note that even though the Letter to the Laodiceans is the strongest and most
condemning of the seven letters, Christ still offers reconciliation and acceptance. While
verse twenty of this passage is often used as an evangelism tract, most commentators
argue that the verse applies specifically to the context of the Letter to the Laodiceans.
Beale sees in this conclusion to the Letter that “this is an invitation not for the readers to
be converted but to renew themselves in a relationship with Christ that has already
begun.”55 Amazingly, even after reproving and disciplining these early Christians, Christ
still describes Himself as desiring and seeking an opportunity to come into the lives of
the believers and dine with them (v. 20). The willingness of Christ to lovingly accept His
followers, even those far from Him, should not be overlooked. The modern church of the
West and its individual members may only find renewal and a resurgence of impact upon
the secular workplace through recognizing its’ similarities with the church of Laodicea
and following Christ’s command to repent and open the “door,” so that He can reunite
with them.
Conclusion
Both the Old and the New Testaments are consistent in their message that God
calls His chosen people to be both “holy,” and also a witness of Him to the secular world.
This study has examined biblical texts to examine Scripture’s call upon God’s people to
commit themselves completely to Him, and to impact the world around them for His
glory. From the giving of the Decalogue, to the Two Greatest Commandments, to the
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Letters of Revelation, Christians are called to be God’s chosen people who impact their
entire sphere of influence and arena of life. Therefore, this call to action includes every
aspect of a believer’s life, extending from the individual, to the family, to the society.
These passages demonstrate that the world is to be different because Christians are
lovingly active in the world. Specifically, the secular workplace where Christians spend
the majority of their lives should be a better place because Christians are there. The
Scriptural message is clear. Christians are not just called, but expected, to impact every
aspect of their life with the message that there is a Creator God who desires relationship
with His creation.
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CHAPTER 3
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINES OF CALLING
AND VOCATION
Strong biblical support exists for Christians to engage and interact with a sinful
world. Christians are expected to be light in a dark world, demonstrating the love of Jesus
Christ in all aspects of their life. For many Christians, one of the most significant and
time-consuming aspects of life occurs from Monday to Friday as they participate in the
workplace. In fact, in terms of time commitment, believers will spend a considerable
portion of their week working a job. Patrick Morley has observed that almost half of an
individual’s 112 waking hours each week are devoted to work and the necessary
commute.1 Therefore, a Christian cannot sufficiently live out and fulfill the biblical
mandate to live all of life for God if the workweek is sectioned off from the rest of a
believer’s Christian walk.
Unfortunately, Christians often struggle with the relationship of Sunday to
Monday as they attempt to reconcile the two seemingly unrelated spheres of personal
faith and secular employment. However, this struggle can begin to be addressed through
an examination of the Christian doctrines of calling and vocation. Historical Christianity
has defined and developed these two concepts to assist in providing theological answers
to the difficult questions related to the connection between a believer’s faith and work.
Therefore, this chapter will present a thorough understanding of the doctrines of calling
and vocation so that believers will have a deeper understanding of how their faith and
work are connected in the eyes of God.
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Confusion
The need for a thorough discussion of calling and vocation in the Western
world of the twenty-first century has been demonstrated by authors and researchers. Os
Guinness has observed, “Out of more than a score of great civilizations in human history,
modern Western civilization is the very first to have no agreed-on answer to the questions
of the purpose of life.”2 Despite technological, societal, and economic advances of which
prior civilizations could only dream, Western society is suffering profound confusion.
Individuals desire fulfillment and to leave the world better than they found it. But despite
the desire, which modern society has provided its members the time and convenience to
contemplate, there is an inability to comprehend the solution to the craving and “search
for significance.”3 The Barna Group has uncovered that more than three-quarters of
Americans (77%) say they desire to have a purpose for their life, but disturbingly, only
one in five say they have a clear understanding of God’s purpose for them.4 Barna found
that less than half (41%) of practicing Christians stated that they understood God’s
purpose for their lives. These types of studies lead Guinness to conclude that modern
people “have too much to live with and too little to live for . . . in the midst of material
plenty, we have spiritual poverty.”5
So what can be done to overcome this lack of purpose and confusion? How can
individuals be directed and encouraged to see the totality of their lives as important to
God? The correct place to begin is a reassertion of the biblical doctrines of calling and
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vocation. Western society offers individuals, to their detriment, the workplace as the
“realm, par excellence, of utilitarian individualism,” which defines the individual and
their place in society.6 Therefore, when most have been led to believe that their work
defines their value, a lack of clarity and purpose in this arena of life is very detrimental to
the wellbeing of the vast majority of the members of society. The doctrines of calling and
vocation provide this clarity and direction for those who are otherwise adrift. One-third of
employed Christians claim to have never thought about their work as something they
were called to do to provide purpose in their life.7 Clearly, the need for a deeper
understanding of calling and vocation are necessary for Christians and Western society at
large.
Sadly, the very doctrines that would provide the needed direction have been
largely ignored by the church. Barna found that sixty-three percent of Christian adults
claimed to have not received any discipleship teaching in the last three years that
developed their views on work or career.8 John Knapp’s research demonstrated that the
majority of Christians in his study “reported that the church had done little or nothing to
equip them for faithful living at work.”9 As a result, Knapp concluded that the church
“has failed itself and society” by not taking an active role in issues related to faith and
work.10 So the very message that society needs to hear has been ignored or given over to
the secular sphere by the church, the very institution God has empowered to teach and
direct His followers. John Hammett concludes,
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For most people work is a major part of life. Indeed, for many it is the most
important aspect of their lives. Yet churches rarely give their members teaching on
how to integrate their vocational life as part of their Christian life. As a result, most
Christians think about their work as a separate compartment, something outside
their Christian life. But since we are all called to be full-time Christians, then our
work must be part of our service to God. Fortunately, the Bible has much to say
about work, and it gives us a strong basis for developing a theology of work.11
Again, the biblical doctrines of calling and vocation must be reclaimed if both believers
and the culture in which they live are to find the answers to the most pressing questions
of purpose and meaning.
Calling
Historically, the doctrine of calling has been viewed in two parts.12 The first is
the call of a sovereign God who reaches from eternity to call His children and people to
Himself. At the very heart of the faith, Christians are those who are “called” to follow
Jesus and to live in accordance with His ways, having a relationship with God that is total
in its dedication. This is commonly referred to as the primary calling. This primary
calling leads by extension to the secondary calling, which is the expectation of the
“called” of God to live out their faith in everything they are, everything they do, and
everything they have. All the various aspects of a believer’s life are to be lived out in
commitment to this loving God. Thus, the second calling is a result of the primary lived
out in a particular context.13 Guinnes describes the relationship between the two.
Our secondary calling, considering who God is as sovereign, is that everyone,
everywhere, and in everything should think, speak, live, and act entirely for him.
We can therefore properly say as a matter of secondary calling that we are called to
homemaking or to the practice of law or to art history. But these things and other
things are always the secondary, never the primary calling. They are “callings”
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rather than the “calling.” They are our personal answer to God’s address, our
response to God’s summons. Secondary callings matter, but only because the
primary calling matters most.14
Therefore, the primary calling is the foundation of the individual believer’s
relationship to God. However, the secondary calling is the focus of this study, as it
concerns itself with the believer’s relationship to God lived out in a sinful world. It is
here that much of the confusion between faith and work is found. Once the gracious
primary calling is offered by God and received by the believer, then the questions
concerning the difficulty of living out this calling begin. This difficulty is the struggle of
the secondary calling, and when most believers live a significant portion of their lives in a
secular workplace, many face confusion on how this secondary calling should be lived
out and truly reflect the totality inherent within the primary calling. This struggle is
further increased when the development of two distortions that have arisen within
historical Christianity are considered. Both are a form of dualism between the sacred and
secular and have created significant difficulties for Christians striving to fulfill their
secondary calling throughout their spheres of influence.
Distortions Affecting an
Understanding of Calling
The first distortion elevates the spiritual at the expense of the secular. Guinness
refers to this as the “Catholic distortion” because it was expounded during the high tide
of influence of the Catholic church and remains the majority position within this
tradition.15 The danger of this distortion is that the spiritual is raised up and placed on a
pedestal of respect and “sacredness,” while the secular is considered inferior. A clear
example of this distortion is visible in the societal arrangement of medieval Europe. A
“calling” was a religious experience fulfilled by priests, monks, and nuns. All of the rest
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of society lived out their days in a secular worldly sphere that was viewed as inferior.16
This view is decidedly unbiblical.17 Clearly the Bible demonstrates that God does not
delineate between sacred and secular in this way. There is no biblical precedent for
“acceptable” sacred callings for the spiritually strong, while the vast majority of believers
toil in secular inferior spheres. John Knapp makes precisely this point when he argues
that this distortion creates “a theology that elevates an ecclesiastical elite while subtly
devaluing the rest of the body.”18 Furthermore,
It is an attitude that betrays a distorted conception of Christian vocation and calling,
one that sorts human activities into contrived categories of secular and sacred,
suggesting that God is more concerned with church-sponsored work than with
Christians being faithful in a thousand other daily contexts.19
The second distortion is no less concerning, and in fact, may be more
spiritually dangerous because it is a strongly held view in the modern Western world and
is ultimately more extreme.20 While the “Catholic” distortion is a spiritual form of
dualism, the “Protestant” distortion results in the elevation of the secular over the
spiritual.21 The inherent danger in this “Protestant” distortion is that the secular
overpowers the sacred and pushes the sacred into the sphere of the private, where it can
ultimately be isolated and removed completely from the secular world, which includes
the workplace for most believers. Knapp argues that in our current modern worldview,
Work is performed with little sense of serving God. All too often it is just something
to be endured – a means to other ends, such as paying the rent, feeding the family,
and supporting the church.22
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Knapp also states that this view is seriously flawed from a biblical standpoint where one
would be “hard-pressed” to find such a teaching supported by Scripture.23 Morley also
argues forcefully against this distortion calling it “biblically inaccurate,” and “utter
fiction” from a scriptural viewpoint.24
Therefore, this distortion leads to a secular dualism that in Western culture has
created a sphere of work that is wholly separated and distinct from the realm of life that
Robert Bellah has identified as the “lifestyle enclave.” This is the realm of expressive
individualism were members are expected to find family, support, love, and religion. It is
intentionally distinct from the workplace and is to be kept at arms length from the
supposedly superior secular sphere.25 Knapp has noted that many believers go to work in
an atmosphere that discourages religion expression, where faith is considered a private
matter that should not be a factor in public life.26 This atmosphere is the inevitable result
of the inherent dangers of the “Protestant” distortion coming to fruition. Guinness has
presented the concept in a humorous fashion by writing “Formerly the philosopher atheist
would shout defiantly, ‘There is no God!’ Now the practical atheist who is the modern
manager, marketer, expert, or consultant says with quiet professional authority, ‘There is
no need for God – and frankly, this is not the time or the place for such questions.’”27
Corrections to the Two Distortions
However, a biblical understanding of calling undercuts this secular dualism
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and the resulting separation of spheres. Calling accomplishes this by countering the
privatization of religion and insisting that Jesus Christ is the Lord of every sphere of
life.28 It addresses the totality of the relationship between the Creating God and the
children He has called. As Scripture teaches, the secondary calling is the outworking of
the entire life of the believer in relation with God. is no room for separation or
distinctions. Scripture clearly teaches that all of life is to be lived under the umbrella of
the primary calling by God to His children for covenantal relationship. Guinness
powerfully summarizes the totality of this call.
Jesus is not a “religious leader” but Lord of all of life. Responding to his call
touches the world of fishing as well as preaching, the depths of the lake, not just the
shore. All that we are, all that we do, all that we have, and even all that we think and
dream is called into question by this demand. Once again, it is a matter of everyone,
everywhere, and everything.29
An additional aspect of calling must be addressed. Calling is ultimately about
relationship. A loving God calls unique children to Himself and seeks relationship with
them as individuals. The Bible teaches that His children are all made in His image,
unique, and that He knows each of them intimately, even to the point of how many hairs
are on their heads (Matt 10:30). The doctrine of calling teaches that believers are to fulfill
their calling within their sphere of influence, as they have been created and gifted by a
sovereign God. The Bible clearly teaches that the secondary calling of God is based in
His children’s uniqueness, both in personal characteristics and particular context. James
Loder has written that the doctrine of calling means that each Christian is “called
according to very particular and concrete qualities of one’s own person, which may or
may not include one’s immediate circumstances. God has made you his own in your
particularity and your specific situation, and he has given you particular gifts and
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opportunities.”30 This observation is similar to Paul’s analogy of the church to a human
body, in which Christians with different God-given skills and abilities should exercise
different functions (1 Cor 12). David’s Psalm proclaiming the Creator’s attention to him
in the womb, stitching him together, and knowing the form of this future child intimately
could also be considered (Ps 139:13-16). This is a God who takes joy in the uniqueness
of His children. Therefore, the secondary callings given to His children are as various and
unique as the individuals themselves. As a result, the process of discerning an individual
believer’s secondary call is dependent on the unique gifts that believer has been given by
God. “The main way to discover calling is along the line of what we are each created and
gifted to be. Instead of, ‘You are what you do,’ calling says: ‘Do what you are.’”31
Vocation
A Biblical understanding of calling is essential to discerning God’s will for a
believer’s vocation. The term vocation is derived from the Latin vocare, which means
literally “to call.”32 So it is understandable if there is some confusion in regards to the
relationship between calling and vocation. While it is clear that calling and vocation are
closely connected, and in many minds they are intertwined, a clear distinction should be
made. Once a believer has clarity regarding the calling of God within his or her particular
context and specific skill set, there might be many vocations that can be a “proper” use of
the calling God has given the individual believer. For example, if a believer has the
spiritual gift of teaching, there are many different vocations in which he or she might use
this gift, and hence, fulfill his or her calling. While it could be argued that this is a
distinction without a difference, it is important to keep these clear distinctions because
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clarity of terms leads to deeper understanding. A vocation is the arena in which a believer
exercises his or her calling, and a prayerful choice of vocation should flow out of
discernment focused on how the believer has been “formed in the womb.”
This discussion naturally leads to a theology of work. As has already been
discussed, the workplace claims a large portion of the lives of most in Western society.
However, it is also clear that many in this society do not feel that their workplace has any
connection to their faith or their calling. As mentioned above, the Barna Group has stated
that approximately one-third of employed Christians have never thought about their work
as something to which they were called. In addition, only one-third of practicing
Christians say that they feel called to their current work. These are disturbing numbers,
and the trends do not improve with the younger generation; the Christian leaders of
tomorrow. Alarmingly, forty-eight percent of Christian Millennials think that God is
calling them to different work, but they have not been willing to make the change.33
These numbers drive home the point that Christians are struggling deeply to connect their
call to their current workplace. So, while much of Western society is struggling to find
purpose and meaning for their lives, Christians are unable to provide biblical answers
because they too are wandering aimlessly. It is time for clarity on the purpose of work
and God’s intentions for His people. If the “Called” are to be a light unto the world, they
must have a proper understanding of vocation if they are to guide others to the
covenanting God who concerns Himself with the totality of a believer’s life. As Daniel
Migliore has argued,
The vocation of a Christian is not to be confused with having a job by which one
earns one’s livelihood. Whatever one’s job or profession, as a Christian one is called
to be a partner in God’s mission in the world. Christian life involves inward growth
and renewal, but it does not turn in on itself. It participates in a movement outward
to others and forward to the future of the completion of God’s redemptive activity.34
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Why Must Christians Work?
Theologians are agreed in observing that God originally intended for humanity
to work. According to Scripture, work is first presented in Genesis 2 and was instituted
with the command to “keep” the Garden of Eden (Gen 2:15). It is through divinely
appointed work that humanity would participate with the Creator in exercising dominion
over the Garden. Loder has argued that through this dominion, humanity would
participate in the very action of creation.35 Therefore, work was “not a necessary evil but,
as God intended, is part of our nature and good.”36 What must be clearly understood is
that the institution of work preceded the fall. After this tremendous failing, when sin
entered into the world in Genesis 3 and corrupted the good intentions of God, work
became toil and a curse.37 Sin turned God’s gift to His children, which was sharing in His
image and His creation through work, from joy into struggle and difficulty.
Understanding this course of biblical events is pivotal for believers because it explains
the ongoing difficulties that Christians face in the workplace. Sebastian Traeger and Greg
Gilbert have argued this point.
Understanding that part of the Bible’s story and work’s place in it is actually crucial
for us as Christians, because it helps explain why our work will always, to some
degree or another, be marked by frustration. Work is hard because both we and the
world around us have been affected by our turning away from God.38
God never intended for believers to struggle in their work, but to find joy through
participation with Him. Unfortunately, sin entered into the creation, and now humanity
struggles to find meaning in their work. Morley has accurately portrayed the situation in
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which humanity now finds itself. “Because of the fall, we must do our work while feeling
the prick of thorns.”39
So, if work has been completely altered from its original intent, what should
the modern day Christian hope for from their work? What redeeming message can be
given to overcome the frustrations and stress that routinely beats down on believers in the
workplace? First, it must be understood that even for believers who live in a post-fall
world, work is still intended for the glory of God. The primary calling discussed above is
a call to live for God in totality. God does not desire compartments of a believer’s life.
He desires all of the believer’s life. When the totality of the call is connected to the
Creator’s original plan for humanity to be fulfilled by work and to participate with Him
through these endeavors, then it is clear that His call to the Christian must also include
their vocation. Therefore, the totality of the work that Christians perform in response to
their calling, should be properly understood to be glorifying to God. When Christians use
their gifts and skills and fulfill their callings through a vocation, God is glorified.
Hammett supports this point.
Seeing the purpose or goal of work as the glory of God is an idea with many
implications and serves to tie together numerous aspects of the doctrine of work. For
example, work is an inherent part of being a creature made in God’s image, for the
overall purpose of our creation is to glorify God. As part of God’s original creation,
work is a good thing. It is good and just as a means to some other good; it is good to
work. It is not an evil necessity from which we seek to escape.40
So, if all of a believer’s life is to be an offering to God’s glory, then this by
necessity includes the workplace. Therefore, as an offering to God’s glory, fulfilling a
vocation is also a form of worship. When Christians live for God in totality, then God is
glorified and worshipped through that commitment and dedication. As a result, even in a
postlapsarian world, work still should bring joy to the life of a believer because they do
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not work to merely provide money or the comforts of life. The work is truly service that
is rendered to the Lord Himself. It is for God that the believer ultimately works. This is
the most important fact a believer should always remember regarding the work to which
he or she has been called. A believer does not work for himself, a family, boss, or
lifestyle. The believer works, and sometimes toils, to the glory of God, thereby
worshiping Him through that effort.41
If work is an act of worship, bringing glory to God, then a proper conclusion of
this logic is that all work done for His glory is acceptable and worthy. This is in contrast
to the discussion above in which the “Catholic” distortion presented a spiritual dualism
that placed the work of the worthy sacred over the inferior toil of the secular. However,
when work is done for the glory and worship of God, this forced separation falls by the
wayside as the unbiblical tenet that it is. Not surprisingly, this was a church teaching that
Martin Luther railed against during the Reformation. Having served as a monk himself,
Luther had full understanding of the mindset that would place the sacred over the secular,
and he rebuked it as false teaching.
It follows from this argument that there is no true, basic difference between laymen
and priests, princes, and bishops, between religious and secular, except for the sake
of office and work, but not for the sake of status. They are all of the spiritual estate,
all are truly priests, bishops, and popes. But they do not all have the same work to
do. Just as all priests and monks do not have the same work. This is the teaching of
St. Paul in Romans 12 [:4-5] and I Corinthians 12 [:12] and in I Peter 2[:9] ], as I
have said above, namely, that we are all one body of Christ the Head, and all
members one of another. Christ does no have two different bodies, one temporal, the
other spiritual. There is but one Head and one body. Therefore, just as those who are
now called “spiritual,” that is, priests, bishops, or popes, are neither different from
other Christians nor superior to them, except that they are charged with the
administration of the word of God and the sacraments, which is their work and
office, so it is with the temporal authorities. They bear the sword and rod in their
hand to punish the wicked and protect the good. A cobbler, a smith, a peasant – each
41
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has the work and office of his trade, and yet they are all alike consecrated priests
and bishops. Further, everyone must benefit and serve every other by means of his
own work or office so that in this way many kinds of work may be done for the
bodily and spiritual welfare of he community, just as all the members of the body
serve one another [I Cor 12:14-26].42
Luther argues clearly that a cobbler, a smith, even a peasant, are as worthy as a
priest or bishop when they offer their work to God. Luther even goes so far in another
writing as to argue that when a father is washing diapers and performing other menial
tasks, God and His angels are smiling because the father is doing so in “Christian faith”
to the glory of God.43 Even the act of changing diapers can be an act of worship to God.
Writing during the same historical period, the Swiss Reformer, John Calvin
had similar comments. “From this will arise also a singular consolation: that no task will
be so sordid and base, provided you obey your calling in it, that it will not shine and be
reckoned very precious in God’s sight.”44 It is clear that both Luther and Calvin believed
and taught that Scripture sees all work done for the glory of God as acceptable and of
eternal worth.
Writing three hundred years later, in a very different context but with the same
message, Charles Spurgeon bellowed in London, preaching that all work was acceptable
to God. He is quoted here at length because of the power of the words of this “Prince of
Preachers.”
You housemaids, you cooks, you nurses, you plowmen, you housewives, you
traders, you sailors – your labor is holy if you serve the Lord Christ in it – if by
living unto Him as you ought to live . . . . The galley slave tugs the oar for Jesus!
The menial minister to the Lord. This cheers the darkest shades, for now we no
longer complain of the hardness of our lot, but rejoice in it because we bear all for
Jesus – and the burden which we carry is His Cross which He, Himself, places on
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our shoulders! This ensures us a reward for all we do. If in our service we receive
but little thanks from man and, if, after a life of toil, find ourselves but scantily
furnished for old age, we will not complain, for our recompense is sure, our rewards
is in the hands of One who never forgets His servants! There is no unrewarded toil
in the service of the Lord Christ, even a cup of cold water He remembers. He who
serves Christ shall have it said of him at last, “Well done, good and faithful
servant,” and in the fullness of His Master’s joy, into which He shall enter, He shall
forget that for a while he lived unremunerated among the sons of men! Let this
stimulate your zeal, my Brethren! If you serve the Lord Christ, serve Him well!45
Spurgeon comes to a very important point when he argues that there is “no
unrewarded toil in the service of the Lord, even a cup of cold water He remembers.”
Many jobs in the Western workplace are, in fact, menial and tedious. They do not appear
to be places of great joy. However, this teaching that all work can be done for God’s
glory and His worship must raise the eternal value of every workplace. While there may
still be toil, all work done unto God has intrinsic eternal value.
These three titans of the church are not in any way isolated from more recent
theological discussion on this topic. Their arguments have been further developed for
new generations with each new age of Christianity. C. S. Lewis, writing in the twentieth
century for students in the midst of World War II, has this to say in his lecture “Learning
in War Time.”
We are now in a position to answer the view that human culture is an inexcusable
frivolity on the part of creatures loaded with such awful responsibilities as we. I
reject at once an idea which lingers in the mind of some modern people that cultural
activities are in their own right spiritual and meritorious – as though scholars and
poets were intrinsically more pleasing to God than scavengers and bootblacks. I
think it was Matthew Arnold who first used the English word spiritual in the sense
of the German geistlich, and so inaugurated this most dangerous and most antiChristian error. Let us clear it forever from our minds. The work of Beethoven and
the work of a charwoman become spiritual on precisely the same condition, that of
being offered to God, of being done humbly “as to the Lord.” This does not, of
course, mean that it is for anyone a mere toss-up whether he should sweep rooms or
compose symphonies. A mole must dig to the glory of God and a cock must crow.
We are members of one body, but differentiated members, each with his own
vocation. A man’s upbringing, his talents, his circumstances, are usually a tolerable
index of his vocation . . . . We can therefore pursue knowledge as such, and beauty
as such, in the sure confidence that by so doing we are either advancing to the vision
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of God ourselves or indirectly helping others to do so.46
Again, the argument is made that all work becomes spiritual “on precisely the
same condition, that of being offered to God.” Regardless of the “value” human wisdom
may attach to the nature of the work, the deciding factor is to whom the work is offered.
If Christians are following their secondary calling into a vocation that is offered to God’s
glory, then believers can be confident that they are, in their own way and within their
abilities, “advancing to the vision of God ourselves or indirectly helping others to do so.”
Finally, the teaching that all work offered to God is eternally valuable can be
found in the twenty-first century as well. The need for this teaching is hardly debatable
considering the earlier statistics discussed that highlight the current lack of understanding
on this topic in this new century. The Western world has done no better, and perhaps
much worse, than past generations in understanding how the workplace is an arena that
can glorify the Lord. The question should not be “How does faith and work connect?”
Instead, the question should be “How can work truly be understood outside of faith?”
Sebastian Traeger and Greg Gilbert have written the following for workers of the twentyfirst century and provide a nice summary of this teaching.
Our work is not something we do in addition to our growth as a follower of Christ.
Our work, here and now, is an expression of our Christian faith. Everything we do is
an act of worship to God and an act of following Jesus, whether it is at home, at
work, or at church. But it’s also true that when you’re writing a memo for your boss,
you’re worshiping God and following Jesus. When you’re talking on the phone to a
customer, you’re worshiping God and following Jesus. When you’re placing an
order or driving a rivet, you’re worshiping God and following Jesus. It’s all
worship, and it’s all discipleship. “Whatever you do,” Paul writes, “work at it with
all your heart.” Why? Because you work for the King. Because it is the Lord Christ
you are serving.47
So, in summary, the workplace is a component of the life and calling God has
extended to His children. The Scriptures teach that work was God’s original plan for
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humanity and has intrinsic eternal worth. Then, work done in accordance with the
believer’s call is an offering of worship to God and to His glory. Additionally, earthly
value systems regarding work have no standing in eternity. Any vocation that is offered
to God is accepted and imbued with eternal significance. “Faith is not a private thing to
be kept in a compartment. Instead, on the job your faith should season every action and
word so that God will receive praise, glory, and honor.”48
Work as Service
An additional consideration that must be taken into account is the nature of
work as a means to help and serve others. Lewis alluded to this concept in the work
quoted above when he wrote that Christians can indirectly help others advance towards
the vision of God. God has called His believers to be the salt and light of the earth (Matt
5:13-16). The Bible is very clear that Christians are to be visible representations of a God
who calls His children into community. Furthermore, as this is the God who calls for
totality, then the workplace must be an arena in which God expects believers to be a
witness for Him to the lost. Christians are to be an army in the secular workplace for their
King, bearing witness to His love and desire for relationship. The secular workplace is
the place where God has placed most of His children, and He expects that believers will
shed light in these dark areas.
Therefore, the very purpose of work is to improve individual’s lives by
bringing them into a right relationship with God and others. Christians are to liberate
people from the darkness surrounding them in a secular, sinful world, improving their
lives in the process.49 Hammett has noted that Paul wrote Ephesians 6:6-7 and Colossians
48
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3:34 to slaves, encouraging them to serve their masters as if they were serving the Lord.
“Therefore, any job that blesses others in some way is a way to glorify God.”50 If this is a
God who will not forget a “cup of water” offered by His children, then He will not
overlook the smallest and humblest attempts by believers to work in such a way as to
bring glory to Him through honest acts of love and service to others in the workplace.
Without the understanding that work is both for the glory of God as an act of
worship and also for the benefit of others, many in the modern Western workplace fall
into two predominant errors regarding work. Without a sense of purpose for their lives
and the separation created between faith and work by society, it is little surprise that
individuals in the workplace would tend to vacillate between two extremes in their views
of the work they perform. The first of these errors is idolatry; to elevate work as the end
of all ends. This is the concept that work has value in and of itself because of the societal
position that it affords the individual. On the opposite end of the spectrum is the second
error, which is to view the job with ambivalence, leading to idleness.51 Both of these
errors are incompatible with the Christian view of work as a means to give God glory and
to serve others. However, they are natural results of Western society’s confusion related
to work.
Idolatry is the error of worshiping something instead of and in place of God,
who rightfully deserves an individual’s praise. This ill-placed worship can occur towards
virtually anything in an individual’s life. Common examples are family, possessions,
money, and most important for this study, work. When individuals have a void within
themselves, or are unfulfilled within their life, elevating work to fill this need is a
common mistake of Western society. This error is often quite negative for an individual
only an occupation force; we are liberators.
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because of a sociological phenomenon known as “role identification.” This occurs when
individuals identify with a particular role they hold within their sphere of influence as the
basis of their own worth or “identity.” Therefore, when individuals attach their role in
society, or essentially their worth, to a particular occupation, it is but a short step to
making an idol of the work itself. How do we know that this is a problem in Western
society? Knapp has noted that counselors acknowledge that the loss of a job can be a
devastating loss of an individual’s identity, because the occupational role which defined
the individual has been taken away, leaving an emptiness and void within the
individual.52 All of this has led Guinness to point back to the oft-repeated phrase “that the
modern world has scrambled things so badly that today we worship our work, we work at
our play, and we play at our worship.”53
The second error common among workers in Western society is one of
idleness in the workplace. When individuals do not view their work as meaningful or
fulfilling, they often are unmotivated to perform their duties with any attention in regards
to quality. Idleness can be the result of misunderstanding the role of work in the
believer’s life. If the believer fails to understand that work is ordained by God and that
through work we give God glory, then work can be a mere means to an end; a necessary
evil to pay the bills and to maintain a lifestyle. This is the common mindset of the
“working to live” philosophy. The work itself is considered to have no value beyond
what creature comforts it provides. As a result, the individual gives it the least amount of
effort necessary to maintain employment. Such individuals do not grasp the concept
already discussed that every task, if given to God, is of inherent eternal value. Martin
Luther, John Calvin, and the others presented would loudly denounce such a view as
unbiblical. The value of the work is not in the task itself, but rather the value of the One
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to whom it is offered. However, when individuals fail to view their work as an aspect of
the sovereign God’s will for their life, they can only judge the value of the work based
upon how it makes them feel. Therefore, when the response is to approach the work in
idleness, God is not glorified.
Also lost in this mindset is the biblical teaching that one of the primary reasons
for work is to serve and bless others. Work is intended to bring others closer to a right
relationship with God. How an individual works speaks volumes to others. Christians are
called to perform their vocations in a way that gives honor to God among the peoples.
Working hard with a joyful heart can be as strong a witness as speaking words of
salvation. However, idleness distracts others away from God and does not bless or serve.
Ultimately, idleness is a faith issue. Regardless of the opinion a believer holds of the
particular job, does the believer trust God to redeem and honor the work to which he or
she has been called? Idleness would indicate that the answer is no. However, as Traeger
and Gilbert argue, “Our ultimate sense of meaning and purpose as Christians should
come from knowing that everything we do is for Jesus’ glory, which in turn should
motivate us to work with all our heart wherever he has deployed us in this season of our
lives.”54 In the final analysis, the individual believer must trust that work offered with a
full heart to a loving God will be elevated to a much greater height than any work done
without.
Conclusion
The modern Western world has experienced a deeply negative lack of
understanding and purpose related to work. While many desire to find meaning from the
large portion of their lives spent at work, they struggle to have a healthy relationship with
their workplace. Unfortunately, these struggles are not limited to non-Christians and the
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secular modern world. Christians also struggle to see God’s hand in their vocation and
His purposes in the struggles they face within the workplace. The solution to these
difficulties is a strong biblical understanding of calling and vocation. If work is properly
viewed as God’s original intent for humanity, while purposed for His glory and the
blessings of others, Christians can bridge the gap between faith and work that has been so
difficult to achieve, while also sharing this light with others. It is through the biblical
view of work as calling and vocation that Christians will be able to theologically connect
their Sunday faith with their Monday employment.
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CHAPTER 4
LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES FOR CONNECTION
BETWEEN FAITH AND WORK
While the doctrines of calling and vocation can provide the biblical and
theological basis for addressing the question of how faith relates to work, this basis alone
will not provide the guidance necessary for Christians to achieve practical and visible
connections from Sunday faith to Monday employment. Calling and vocation can provide
the solid biblical foundation for believers to gain greater purpose, meaning and insight
into God’s intentions for their work and job, and how to avoid the theological concepts of
idolatry and idleness. However, there ultimately remains a lack of practical guidance on
how a believer can actually connect these two spheres if calling and vocation are
considered independent of practical solutions. The ultimate goal of connecting Sunday to
Monday must be achieved for the believer by melding biblical and theological concepts
with practical application. Therefore, this chapter will address these practical concerns by
focusing on five leadership principles and actions that are both biblical, as well as highly
regarded by secular leadership literature. These five principles provide “contact points”
between the believer’s faith and the life of the workplace.
Servant
Servant leadership has received a great deal more attention from researchers in
recent years. While the theory was first articulated as a leadership principle by Robert
Greenleaf in the nineteen seventies, the interest from researchers and the academic
literature was not immediate. Gary Yukl has observed this lack of attention in the early
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days of servant leadership and believes that the increased interest over the past few years
“may be a reaction to corporate scandals and declining confidence in elected officials.”1
Bernard Bass agrees with Yukl’s assessment. In fact, Bass believes that there is an
observable trend towards spirituality within the workplace. “Society is undergoing a
spiritual revolution and a new awakening that cannot be ignored by organizational
leaders. This awakening is moving people to a higher level of transcendence and
morality.”2 Bass even observes that some in the business world see spirituality as a new
type of management theory that provides “an opportunity to exploit religious language in
service of organizational performance.”3 While believers should correctly avoid the
exploitation of Christian language for purely business reasons, it is clear that the business
world is seeing value in the presence of “spirituality” within the workplace environment.
It should also be clearly stated at the very beginning of this discussion that “spiritual”
values do not equate to a Christian worldview. However, this openness and willingness
on the part of the business world does provide a believer with a welcome opportunity to
impact the current trend in a positive manner, as well as benefit from this spiritual
movement to create personal connection points between work and faith.
Servant leadership is the perfect connection point for Christians to begin with
to meld work and faith because “Servant leadership is deeply spiritual but has become a
secular approach to promoting service to others, empowerment, shared decision making,
participative management, and a holistic approach to work and to personal
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development.”4 In other words, the secular world of business has taken Greenleaf’s
concepts and used them to improve the workplace environment and increase the bottom
line. Therefore, if the business world has recognized the strength of a “spiritual” theory as
a baseline, then a Christian has the perfect place to begin to make personal connections
between faith and work.
However, before these connections are made, there must be a discussion of
what is actually meant by the term servant leadership. As mentioned above, Greenleaf
began the conversation after a reading of Hermann Hesse’s “Journey to the East.” From
this story Greenleaf deduced that “a great leader is seen as servant first, and that simple
fact is the key to his greatness.”5 For Greenleaf, an individual is a servant by making sure
that other individual’s highest priority needs are being served. Therefore, the test for a
successful servant leader is simply “Do those served grow as persons? Do they, while
being served, become healthier, wiser, freer, more autonomous, more likely themselves to
become servants? And, what is the effect on the least privileged in society? Will they
benefit or at least not be further deprived?”6
Therefore, Greenleaf developed servant leadership as a theory that prioritizes
the other. The greatest leaders are the ones who build up, develop, and empower those
who work under them on the organizational chart. Therefore, when a workplace is
observed where others are growing and developing, Greenleaf argues that there is a
servant leader present. Not surprising then, servant leadership is not a checklist of
practices and activities, as much as a “philosophy that embraces certain principles but
few prescriptions.”7 Pat MacMillan has argued, “Servant leadership is much more an
4
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attitude than a skill . . . . The key to becoming a servant leader is to see leadership as a
role from which to serve, not a position to be served.”8 Ken Gangel has observed,
“Servant leadership is an attitude with which we approach the leadership task; it is not
bound by the situations in which we find ourselves.”9 Finally, Peter Drucker summarizes
servant leadership as an attitude in his work for leaders in non-profit management
positions. “Non-profit people must respect their customers and their donors enough to
listen to their values and understand their satisfactions. They do not impose the
executive’s or the organization’s own views and egos on those they serve.”10
Servant leadership is an approach to leadership that places others first and
strives to create a better organization and business workplace through the acts of
supporting and empowering others. Amazingly, as discussed above, this is a form of
leadership that is growing in strength and consideration in the places of power on Wall
Street and Main Street U.S.A. The very places that are frequently presented as lecherous
and driven only by money and profit are embracing a leadership philosophy that
emphasizes raising up others as opposed to running them down in a drive to get to the top
of the corporate ladder or earnings reports. However, what is not surprising to a believer
in Christ is the inherent Christian ideals embodied within servant leadership. Richard
Leyda goes so far as to argue that “servanthood, as Jesus makes clear in Mark 10:45, is
the dominant biblical image of leadership. Greatness in God’s kingdom is equated with
serving others.”11 In addition to the Mark 10 passage, the recounting in the Gospel of
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John (13:3-17) of Jesus washing the feet of His disciples is another strong biblical
passage that supports the Christian view that a leader must be a servant to truly lead. If
the Son of God could demonstrate leadership by washing feet, which was a vile job in
first century Palestine, then His followers should not shy away from leading through
serving others. The truly amazing aspect of servant leadership is that twenty-first century
leadership theory and literature agrees.
One additional aspect of servant leadership should be discussed. One of the
risks of servant leadership is the potential risk to fail as a leader as a result of hyperfocusing on others, to the point of being a detriment to the company or to employees. Can
Servant leaders still hold employees accountable? Can a business that focuses on others
be profitable in the long haul? Patrick Morley addresses these questions by writing that
to love and serve doesn’t mean that we lower our expectations for how people treat
us. In other words, to love someone doesn’t mean you let them get away with
mistreating you or others, not paying their bills as agreed, routinely missing
deadlines, making promises they don’t keep, and so on. That’s not loving them;
that’s enabling them to continue bad behavior. I will love and serve you best not by
lowering my expectations of you, but by increasing my expectations of myself.12
Simply stated, servant leadership does not seek to enable bad behavior. It is not “weak”
leadership where deadlines do not exist, accountability is lacking, or leaders look the
other way on personnel issues. It is not a leadership theory without leadership. Instead, it
is a philosophy of leadership that insists on empowering, while holding everyone
accountable. Servant leadership does not advocate leadership through a “weak” leader,
but instead, one who is willing to look beyond themselves and seek to serve.
So how can a philosophical leadership theory without a list of tasks be a
practical method for Christians to connect faith and work? How can such a theory
provide a framework for moving Sunday faith into Monday work? Servant leadership can
provide a framework specifically because it is not a task oriented leadership theory.
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Christian writings on faith and work often run the risk of becoming overly situational and
very un-practical in the process. The guidance can center on such topics as “How to be a
Christian when your boss is mean?” or “How should a Christian witness in the
workplace?”13 These types of situations do occur in the workplace and Christian advice
could potentially be helpful if believers find themselves in that particular situation and
specific instance. However, the examples and advice often provided to believers are so
specific as to be unhelpful unless the actual situation presents itself. Therefore, what
Christians truly need are large philosophical brush strokes of leadership that can apply in
a multitude of workplace situations.
In essence, in order to be practical, the connection points between faith and
work must be non-situational, transcendent concepts that can apply to the multitude of
situations faced during the workweek. Servant leadership provides exactly this type of
framework. Because servant leadership is an attitude as opposed to a skillset, it can
function throughout the workweek in a multitude of workplace situations. The primary
necessary component of servant leadership is a willingness to be a servant, and to act as a
servant when opportunities present themselves, and these opportunities exist everyday in
the workplace. A believer does not have to wait for the specific situation to occur in
which to “be” a Christian. Everyday activities and workplace interactions become
opportunities to exercise faith at work.
It is in this way that servant leadership becomes a “connection point” between
faith and work. Whenever believers are serving another in the workplace, they are
participating in a fundamentally Christian activity. In addition, the act of serving is a
practice fundamental to Christian faith that has gained prominence and legitimacy in the
13
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eyes of secular business. Therefore, Christians can recognize in the midst of their
workweek that when decisions are made, actions are taken, or strategies are developed, if
believers are serving others in these actions, they are bringing their faith into the
workplace and impacting that environment for the Kingdom of God through values that
are shared by both the sacred and the secular.
Steward
It has already been noted above that servant leadership was slowly accepted by
leadership researchers and has just recently begun to receive attention, especially in
comparison to other leadership theories. However, in some ways this recent increase in
interest has also handicapped detailed discussions of distinct leadership theories that are
often lumped together and referred to as “ethical” or “transformational.” While these
categories can certainly be helpful, they are often very broad with several different
nuanced theories of leadership placed under the same rubric. No doubt some of the
explanation for this combining of theories is a result of the nature, as discussed above, of
servant leadership as a “philosophy” as opposed to a set of tasks or skills, creating
difficulties in differentiating between similar but distinctly different theories. However,
these broad leadership categories do not do justice to the many different characteristics
inherent within these types of leadership theories. At times, the researchers appear to
miss the many different voices within the “ethical” leadership conversation.14
Stewardship is an example of a leadership theory where there is a lack of
dialogue centered primarily on its unique contributions and distinctions from other forms
of related leadership theories. Often stewardship is placed within a larger leadership
category as simply an aspect of that larger category. However, this is to miss the power of
stewardship as a leadership theory with its own strengths and contributions to the
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conversation. Simply put, stewardship has seldom been given its own place at the table in
the discussions of leadership. However, Bernard Bass has presented an appropriate
distinction between servant leadership and stewardship, allowing stewardship to stand as
a leadership theory all its own.
Leaders who are stewards are similar to but not the same as servant leaders.
Stewards try to balance the interests of all the different constituents of their
organizations: shareholders, owners, managers, peers, subordinates, customers,
clients, and community. Servant leaders are especially concerned about
constituencies with less power or more need for help.15
So while the two theories are similar, they focus on different aspects of the
organization. Servant leadership wants to serve the people within the organization, but
recognizes that many times this will focus on those who most need service or guidance.
Stewardship as a leadership theory is focused on the potentially significant variety of
different groups within the organization. Now it must be made clear that stewardship
contains a strong component and commitment to the service of others, but the focus is not
on the act of service as an end unto itself.16 Rather, serving within stewardship leadership
is a component necessary to fulfill the needs of the larger business. The two theories
should not be viewed as unrelated, but it must be recognized that they are distinct, with
different primary concerns.
This distinction is further clarified by Peter Block, in his work Stewardship:
Choosing Service over Self-Interest, the standard-bearer text for stewardship as a
leadership theory. Block defined stewardship as “the willingness to be accountable for
the well-being of the larger organization by operating in service, rather than in control, of
those around us. Stated simply, it is accountability without control or compliance.”17
Again, “Stewardship asks us to be deeply accountable for the outcome of an institution,
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without acting to define purpose for others, control of others, or take care of others.”18
Therefore, stewardship emphasizes the need for leaders to view the needs of the
organization as their most important focus. While this will often be accomplished through
individuals, it is the health of the organization that drives decision-making. The steward
asks, “What is best for the business?” as the guiding principle to all organizational
questions.
Drucker was a strong proponent of leaders possessing a leadership worldview
impacted by stewardship principles. In writing the work The Effective Executive, Drucker
argued that effective executives ask one main question when making difficult decisions.
“Is this the right thing for the enterprise?” They do not ask if it’s right for the
owners, the stock price, the employees, or the executives. Of course they know that
the shareholders, employees, and executives are important constituencies who have
to support a decision, or at least acquiesce in it, if the choice is to be effective. They
know that the share price is important not only for the shareholders but also for the
enterprise, since the price/earnings ratio sets the cost of capital. But they also know
that a decision that isn’t right for the enterprise will ultimately not be right for any
of the stakeholders.19
Getting the right answer is often the result of asking the right question, and this
is exactly Drucker’s point. The “effective” executive must depend on the strength of
stewardship as a guiding principle to answer the questions in such a way as to strengthen
the organization first, and the many within that organization second. What is good for the
enterprise is ultimately good for the many who make up the enterprise.
However, it is impossible to lead an organization without interacting and
working with others. Organizations are dependent upon individuals to accomplish goals,
and thus, leaders of organizations must invariably deal with personnel issues. Therefore,
one significant aspect that must be discussed is the relationship of leading through
stewardship while also balancing the leadership duty of managing the performance of
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others. How can a leader balance the proper handling of all the myriad of individual
needs within one organization? More specifically, how does a leader address personnel
decisions in a stewardship work environment? One of the most powerful and descriptive
answers to this tension is provided by Jim Collins in his very influential work Good to
Great.20 Collins argues that making successful personnel decisions in the business world
is similar to considering individuals on a bus. The organization must take stock of the
personnel situation and discern whether or not the right people are on the company’s bus.
Collins writes that the organizations that moved from simply good to truly great started
with the “main point” that the right people must be on board, in the correct seats, and
conversely, that the wrong people must get off. The analogy works because it is so clear.
If a company is to become a “great” company, then personnel decisions must be made
with the basis centered on what is best for the company. Drucker also supports this
position of beginning with the health of the company when making “people” decisions in
his work Managing the Nonprofit Organization. “An effective non-profit executive owes
it to the organization to have a competent staff wherever performance is needed. To allow
non-performers to stay on means letting down both the organization and the cause.21
Therefore, it should be clear that the secular literature supports the concept of
leading through stewardship. However, it should also be clear to most Christians that
stewardship is a foundational biblical principle present from the earliest point possible.
God tells Adam in the Garden of Eden to be a steward by tending the creation (Gen 1:2630). So, in the very beginning of humanity’s relationship with God, the relationship of
master to steward was already established. In essence, it is the role of humanity to
represent God in the care and supervision of the creation given to humanity. As human
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history continued along, the representative and supervisory components of stewardship
were further developed. In the middle ages, a steward was the representative of a noble or
other highly positioned individual or family within society.22 The steward was the one
responsible to the “owner” regarding the management and operation of the estate.
Coming back to the biblical text, Jesus tells the Parable of the Talents (Matt 25:14-28)
where three servants are given different amounts to “tend” while the master is away. Two
excel, while one does not. Two are elevated, and one is demoted and rejected.
Albert Mohler presents one of the strongest Christian presentations of
stewardship as a leadership principle in his work The Conviction to Lead. Mohler argues
that a leader must function as a steward because to fail this test is to fail to be a true
leader.
A leader unwilling to exercise the responsibility of office has no business accepting
that stewardship . . . . Leaders must keep one truth constantly in focus – the office
you hold exists because the organization depends on it . . . . Someone has the
responsibility to answer for the organization. Someone has the authority to hire and
to fire. Someone proposes a budget and has spending authority. In any organization
of size, someone has executive authority. The wise leader knows that the
stewardship of office is a matter of highest priority. The health and welfare of the
entire institution depends on it. At times, this is the only authority the leader really
has.23
Mohler continues by insisting that true leadership rests in the understanding
that individuals are given the opportunity and the responsibility by God Himself, and this
is a responsibility that the believer must take extremely seriously. As much for the
modern leader as Adam in Genesis, Christians are to understand that believers are given
the role of steward by God and they are accountable to Him for the results, which was the
same message presented by Jesus in the Parable of the Talents discussed above. Mohler
states it best when he writes, “The bottom line is this: We are merely stewards, not lords,
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of all that is put into our trust. The sovereignty of God puts us in our place, and that place
is in God’s service.24
So stewardship is a principle valued by both secular and Christian leadership
literature. Working for the good of the company is clearly valued by those within the
organization. In addition, most believers in the workplace must make decisions at some
point in time as they go about their job duties. They may not all be managers or
executives, but every believer in the workplace must perform duties, make decisions, and
produce a product that affects the overall health of the organization or business. If a
believer receives a paycheck, then the organization has deemed that believer’s service to
have value to the company. Therefore, when a believer is acting on behalf of the good of
the company or business, then he or she is practicing stewardship. Clearly this is a
significantly large category, potentially encompassing virtually every act a believer may
offer up before God during his or her workday, but this is precisely the reason why the
act of being a “steward” is such an indispensable “connection point” between faith and
work. Stewardship can be practiced on the job by virtually every Christian, and it has the
added bonus of being valued by secular organizations. When a believer is acting for the
good of the company, when decisions are made that correctly protect assets, when
personnel decisions are made for the health of the organization, then that believer is
acting in stewardship, which is glorifying to God and a powerful witness to others whom
the believer comes in contact during the workweek. The principle of stewardship
provides the believer the opportunity to see his or her multitude of workplace acts done
for the good of the organization as a connection between faith and work.
Shepherd
Unlike servant leadership and stewardship, shepherding as a term to define a
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leadership principle is a purely sacred concept. It creates the pastoral image of the
shepherd guiding his sheep, hearkening back to images of King David, and to the New
Testament shepherds in the fields outside of Bethlehem who were the first to hear that
Christ was born. These are not images that translate well into secular leadership literature
or the workplace. However, the characteristics that define shepherding as a leadership
principle are very evident in the secular literature, and in the discussion below there will
be connections made between Christian leadership literature and its counterpart in the
secular realm.
Timothy Laniak has written a strong work on shepherding as a leadership
motif in his work Shepherds After My Own Heart. Laniak argues that the Bible has a
great deal to say about the shepherd as leader. “One of the primary metaphors by which
biblical authors conceptualized leadership is shepherding. This is quite consistent
throughout Old and New Testaments.”25 But what is it about the role of shepherds that
indicates leadership? What principles do shepherds possess that would lead the inspired
biblical writers to see such a job as one of leadership that should be imitated?
The key for Laniak is in the title of his work. It is not just the title or job duties
of a shepherd that indicates leadership, but rather the shepherds who have the heart of the
Lord. Laniak writes, “It is not just ‘heart’, however, but ‘after my own heart’ that matters.
A good shepherd is one who sees what the Owner sees and does what the Owner does.”26
God Himself is presented throughout Scriptures as the ultimate Shepherd of His people,
and a shepherd after His own heart must demonstrate the same qualities; they must be
“after” the heart of God. The specific godly characteristic that shepherds must possess
and demonstrate in imitation of the Heavenly Shepherd is self-sacrifice. Consider the
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shepherd in the field. He was out in the elements of rain, cold, and heat. He was dirty,
and smelled like sheep. He was on constant watch for predators who would hurt the
flock, and vigilant to lead his sheep to food and water. These images are evident in the
well known Psalm 23 in which the Lord the Shepherd “will lead me beside still waters
(Ps. 23:2).” A shepherd lived the life of self-sacrifice, placing the needs of the flock
before himself and his own wants and needs. Additionally, one can think of Jesus
Himself, who gave Himself as a ransom for many. Jesus is the ultimate example of a selfsacrificing leader.
Therefore, in imitation of Jesus, self-sacrificing leadership occurs whenever
individuals protect, guide, and nourish those in their care. It occurs when a leader is
willing to act like a shepherd and give up his or her comforts and benefits for the
strengthening of the “flock.” Alexander Strauch has written that “a healthy, growing
flock of sheep doesn’t just appear; it is the result of the shepherd’s skillful management
of sheep and resources . . . . A good shepherd elder knows people . . . . He knows that
they must be slowly and patiently led . . . . He loves to learn better skills and methods for
managing the flock.”27 Thus, the health and strength of the flock is a direct reflection of
the abilities of the shepherd leader. Stephen Macchia has also argued this point by stating
that shepherd-leaders imitate Jesus when their “number one priority is the flourishing
nature of each sheep.”28 Macchia provides a very strong description of the shepherd
leader when he writes,
For a shepherding leader, the instinct is to find greener pasture for the flock under
his or her care. The inclination of the shepherd is to nudge the sheep in that
direction, for their own good. When the shepherding leader seeks out the interests of
the followers and protects them from the enemy’s attacks, the spotlight is
appropriately on the needs of the sheep. The measure of an effective shepherd,
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therefore, is whether the “sheep” are flourishing as they hear the voice of the
shepherd leading them to Jesus, the Good Shepherd.29
Self-Sacrificial Leadership
As discussed above, when the secular literature is reviewed, the term
“shepherd leader” does not appear. Nor should this be expected since the term is so laden
with Christian imagery. However, the concept of self-sacrifice is a well-known leadership
characteristic throughout secular leadership literature. The value of self-sacrificial
leadership has been presented in particular through the work of Yeon Choi and Renate
Mai-Dalton. Choi defines self-sacrifice as “total/partial abandonment, or
permanent/temporary postponement of personal interests, privileges or welfare in the
division of labor, distribution of rewards, and/or exercise of power.”30 Therefore, the
leader is practicing self-sacrifice whenever he or she is giving up or voluntarily
surrendering a benefit or privilege of the job for the good of others.
In addition, self-sacrifice is virtually interchangeable in the leadership
literature with the concept of altruism.31 Peter Northouse defines altruism as “an
approach that suggests that actions are moral if their primary purpose is to promote the
best interests of others. From this perspective, a leader may be called on to act in the
interests of others, even when it runs contrary to his or her own self-interests.”32
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Therefore, the impetus for both self-sacrificial or altruistic actions by leaders focuses on
the giving up of benefits and privileges for the benefit of others, and the importance of
this behavior on the part of leaders has become highly respected among secular
leadership literature.
Dennis Organ has developed the Organizational Citizenship Behavior (OCB)
criteria and has concluded through his research that altruism is a foundational component
of the construct.33 An Organizational Citizenship Behavior is defined as an “individual
behavior that is discretionary, not directly or explicitly recognized by the formal reward
system, and in the aggregate promotes the efficient and effective functioning of the
organization.”34 Therefore, OCBs are actions taken by workers that are beneficial to the
organization, and lead to the increase of similar behavior from others, especially when
the OCBs are demonstrated by leaders within the organization.35 Organ’s work presents
strong evidence that altruism or self-sacrifice is viewed positively within leadership
research and literature as a positive contributing factor in the health and strength of
organizations.
In addition to contributing positively at the macro-organizational level,
altruism and self-sacrifice are also guiding principles at the micro-level of inter-personal
relationships and Human Resource management issues. It was noted in the discussion
above that stewardship assists and guides personnel situations by considering the issues
from the perspective of the organization. Through the lens of stewardship, personnel
decisions must be made for the overall health and strength of the company, as the focus is
the organization’s entire constituency. However, inter-personal decisions and
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considerations within the leadership principles of altruism and self-sacrifice begin with
and focus on the individual.
This concept of beginning and focusing on the needs of individuals is
demonstrated clearly throughout the leadership literature. Collins in Good to Great with
his analogy of the organizational “bus” evidences this in his research. As discussed
above, Collins uses this analogy as a characteristic of “great” companies. The great
companies perceive when an individual should stay or get off the bus, or perhaps instead,
they simply need to change seats. The initial focus of the analogy is the organizational
strength for which all companies should strive. However, Collins has also demonstrated
that his analogy has significant implications for those who would seek to lead by
considering the wellbeing of others.
Waiting too long before acting is equally unfair to the people who need to get off
the bus. For every minute you allow a person to continue holding a seat when you
know that person will not make it in the end, you’re stealing a portion of his life,
time that he could spend finding a better place where he could flourish. Indeed, if
we’re honest with ourselves, the reason we wait too long often has less to do with
concern for that person and more to do with our own convenience. He’s doing an
okay job and it would be a huge hassle to replace him, so we avoid the issue. Or we
find the whole process of dealing with the issue to be stressful and distasteful. So, to
save ourselves stress and discomfort, we wait. And wait. And wait. Meanwhile, all
the best people are still wondering, “When are they going to do something about
this? How long is this going to go on?” . . . . The good-to-great leaders, however,
would not rush to judgment. Often, they invested substantial effort in determining
whether they had someone in the wrong seat before concluding that they had the
wrong person on the bus entirely.36
As argued above, the strength of the “bus” analogy is that it is appropriate for a
wide variety of situations, much like this current study that seeks to provide connection
points between faith and work for believers that provide insight and guidance for a
variety of workplace situations and circumstances. Collins argues that it is not “fair”
practice to keep a coworker in a position in which he or she is ill-suited, and
unfortunately, the continuation of the employee’s situation is oftentimes the result of
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employer selfishness. In contrast, a shepherd leader would consider the needs and health
of the individual as the starting point, and not stall in making the “right” decision driven
oftentimes by their own self-centered needs. Greenleaf in writing on servant leadership
makes a similar point.
Gentleness, in itself, is not always kindness. The act may seem hard and
unreasonable to the recipient at the time, but it may be the most constructive
kindness. Many a person has been fired from a job with immediate devastating
effects only to say later that it turned out to be an enormous favor. This is not cited
to justify indiscriminate firing. The point is that seemingly harsh actions like this do
produce a level of constructive tension in some cases without which it is unlikely
that the individuals involved will surmount their own life problems . . . . The trouble
with passive gentleness is that it may be the cloak behind which hides the
unwillingness to develop the concern, the real affection, and the skill required to be
kind.37
Therefore, it is not strong leadership to allow, for any set of reasons, an
individual to remain in a situation in which they cannot succeed. It is often the
responsibility of the self-sacrificial shepherding leader to guide and direct a coworker to
“greener pastures” where they can find fulfillment and experience a healthy, productive
life. Drucker sums up the self-sacrificial leadership mindset by writing of those who work
in non-profit organizations. “People work in non-profits because they believe in the
cause. They owe performance, and the executive owes them compassion.” Employers
cannot be sacrificial leaders without compassion for those they lead.
Servant Leadership Compared and
Contrasted with Self-Sacrificial
Leadership
With the Greenleaf quote above arguing for aspects of self-sacrificial
leadership in the midst of his discussion of servant leadership, it is justifiable if the
relationship between these two leadership principles is unclear. How do these principles
relate and how are they differentiated? At the end of the day, are they simply different
names for the same theories of leadership? The answer is both yes and no. It is clear from
37
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the leadership research that servant and sacrificial leadership do, in fact, share
commonalities. Just as Greenleaf demonstrated above, there are leadership characteristics
that are valued by both concepts. Jeffery A. Matteson and Justin A. Irving have noted that
these two leadership principles have in common the characteristics of “empathy,
developing people, building community, providing leadership, empowering followers,
and serving followers.”38 So in many criteria, servant and sacrificial leadership have
much in common.
However, it is also clear that the two leadership principles are still quite
distinct. To begin with, it should be noted again that sacrificial leadership centers on a
true giving up of specific privileges or tangible benefits by those in power. Whereas
servant leadership can be “oriented” towards altruism; within self-sacrificial leadership
altruism is the primary behavioral component.39 This difference in the role and purpose of
altruism has led Matteson and Irving to reaffirm that the two concepts, while similar at
multiple points, are ultimately quite distinct theories.
Self-sacrificial leadership has also been demonstrated to be unique in that it is
very effective in regards to the overall health of the organization during unique and
specific times. In a very real sense, sacrifice by the leader on behalf of coworkers or
subordinates improves the health and culture of the larger organization, and this has been
demonstrated to be particularly true during significantly trying times within the
organization. Choi has noted that self-sacrificial leadership is most effective when an
organization is in crisis, where it may be that only the sacrifices of leaders can overcome
the pervasive dire circumstances facing the organization.40 In such circumstances, servant
38
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leadership may not have the inherent characteristics necessary to overcome a sickened
and weak organization. It may be unsuited to address the myriad of difficulties during
such a crisis. Ultimately, it may be only the sacrifices of those in leadership that can
inspire others within the organization to continue, and perhaps lead to recovery.
An additional area in which self-sacrificial leadership is unique is within the
realm of motivation and cooperation of fellow coworkers. David DeCremer and Daan
van Knippenberg have demonstrated that leader self-sacrifice has the ability to motivate
coworkers beyond their own self-interest and promote cooperation on behalf of the work
group.41 They write that there is “converging evidence that self-sacrificing leaders,
compared with self-benefiting or non-sacrificing leaders, are better able to motivate
group members to cooperate with the collective.42 The actual act of self-sacrifice leads to
imitated positive behavior by those who observe the sacrifice made by leaders and
supervisors.
So while servant leadership actively seeks to develop other servant leaders,
self-sacrificial leadership is most effective when it is affecting the motivations and
cooperation of the larger work group in a unique and powerful way. In fact, DeCremer
and Knippenberg have concluded that the evidence is so strong, that on a practical note,
they recommend that managers and supervisors should be made aware of the benefits of
self-sacrificial leadership for the strength and welfare of the organization. They state
emphatically, “Organizations need to be able to implement leadership based on selfsacrifice.” As a result of these types of studies, self-sacrificial leadership has clearly
become highly valued by the secular leadership literature.
While it must be admitted that the current state of leadership studies creates
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some confusion in the realm of “ethical” leadership by depending on overlapping
categories and behaviors shared by the different theories, the expectation among
researchers is that the present body of knowledge will increase over time, providing more
clarity to the current confusion through additional studies. Matteson and Irving are
examples of this expectation when they state their belief that additional information in the
future will further differentiate the theories of “ethical” leadership, such as servant and
self-sacrificial leadership.
A concern the authors have with this present effort is that this comparison was made
between two theories at different stages of development . . . . Follower-oriented
leadership theories are likely to continue to be refined as leadership research
progresses in the 21st century. Although transformational leadership has dominated
the research agenda, servant and self-sacrificial leadership theories have staked a
claim on a portion of contemporary scholarly efforts . . . . The findings of this study,
while preliminary, suggest that while these two leadership theories share several
characteristics, they are likely distinct phenomena.43
So, while servant and self-sacrificial leadership in particular share many
leadership characteristics and concepts, research demonstrates that they are, in fact,
distinct theories. In addition, the expectation exists within the field of leadership studies
that future research will develop each more fully, highlighting the unique contributions of
each. Servant leadership, as noted above, has been evaluated for a longer period of time,
essentially since Greenleaf began the discussion in the nineteen seventies. However, on
the opposite end of the spectrum, self-sacrificial leadership is much younger and has not
been subjected to the same degree of thorough examination. Therefore, there is every
reason to believe that many considerations and hypotheses regarding the “ethical”
classifications of leadership will come into greater focus over the next few decades as
researchers more fully analyze these individual theories and develop the resultant data.
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Shepherding and Self-Sacrificial
Leadership as a Workplace Connection
for Christians
The principles of shepherding and self-sacrificial leadership share many
significant characteristics that are valued by both Christian and secular leadership studies.
Therefore, shepherding/self-sacrificial leadership is a very strong “contact point” for
believers who seek to meld faith with work. Shepherding/self-sacrificial leadership
centers on leading through sacrifice for the benefit and betterment of others. It is highly
applicable to inter-personal relationships and is a strong motivator, encouraging others to
imitate sacrificial behavior, even to the point of substantially improving overall
organizational health and strength. When believers sacrifice within the workplace for the
good of others, they are living out both their faith and exhibiting solid leadership
behavior. Within the act of sacrificing, believers are successfully melding their faith,
which lifts up sacrifice as an act worthy of Jesus Himself, with a leadership behavioral
practice that is increasingly valued by the secular workplace. In addition, when believers
choose to act out of sacrifice for the benefit of other coworkers, they are making a strong
connection between faith and work that is applicable to a multitude of workplace
situations and circumstances.
Shepherding/self-sacrificial leadership transcends the minutia of the specific
workplace circumstance to broadly apply to a wide variety of workplace situations. It is
here that shepherding/self-sacrificial leadership has its true value for believers. In
essence, every workplace sacrifice for the betterment of others becomes a situation in
which faith is combined with work, and all the while, the secular workplace places value
in the act itself. Therefore, every sacrificial act can be legitimately viewed as a successful
melding of Sunday faith with Monday work, and functions as a broad brushstroke that
has practical application for the believer.
Teacher
Similar to shepherding leadership, the concept of the teacher as leader has been
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a Christian motif of leadership from the very foundations of the faith. Gary Bredfeldt and
Albert Mohler have both observed that the final words of Jesus’s earthly ministry,
commonly known as the Great Commission, contain the instruction for Jesus’ followers
to both evangelize followers and also teach them. The concept of “Teaching them to
observe all that I commanded you” (Matt 28:20) takes the Great Commission beyond
evangelism into teaching and discipling those who have been reached with the Gospel.
This observation made by Bredfeldt in his work Great Leader Great Teacher leads him to
write, “Teaching is at the very heart and center of Christ’s commission to the church.
Biblical leadership is a teaching task. Teaching is, in fact, the foundational task of every
Christian leader.”44 Mohler agrees by writing, “Every great leader is a great teacher, and
the greatest leaders seize every opportunity to teach well.”45
But why is teaching considered leadership? It can be granted that since Jesus
included the command to teach within the final words of his earthly ministry, that clearly
it is an action in which all Christians should take part. However, that in itself does not
require that the act of teaching in particular be viewed as a leadership behavior or action.
Bredfeldt provides three reasons to explain why teaching is fundamentally leadership in
action. “Teachers are great leaders for three basic reasons – they have great influence,
they bring about great change, and they can invoke the highest levels of follower
development.”46 The goal for Christian teachers is no less than the “transformation of the
student’s life.”47 This is leadership at its most significant; “Leadership in its simplest,
44
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most distilled form.”48
However, to be a strong teacher, and therefore a strong leader, a Christian must
commit himself or herself to becoming a life-long learner. From a Christian perspective,
Ed Stetzer has noted in his work Comeback Churches that “effective leaders make the
commitment to be lifelong learners.”49 This is especially true in the teaching of adults,
which is the primary teaching reality in most work environments. When teaching adults,
the life-long experiences of the adults within the classroom or work environment are a
part of the “real-world” education that they bring to the learning environment, and this
lifetime of learning cannot be shared in its totality by the teacher. It is virtually
impossible for a teacher of adults to have more experiences or life-lessons than the
accumulated variety of those in the classroom.50 Therefore, to successfully teach adults,
the teacher must be willing to learn from students who bring their own experiences to the
learning environment. This is an aspect of teaching that has become clear in the secular
work environment as well. Drucker has argued that the best way for individuals to
develop is to be used as teachers, on the premise that teaching requires intensive learning
and self-development.51 He develops this point by writing,
The means for self-development are not obscure. Many achievers have discovered
that teaching is one of the most successful tools. The teacher usually learns far more
than the student. Not everybody is in a situation where the opportunity to teach
opens up, nor is everyone good at teaching or enjoying it. But everyone has an
associated opportunity – the opportunity to help develop others. Everyone who has
sat down with subordinates or associates in an honest effort to improve their
48
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performance and results understands what a potent toll the process is for selfdevelopment.52
Self-development is a primary driver for secular researchers in their interest of
teaching as leadership. Bass has recognized in his research that teaching has been
demonstrated to be effective in improving job performance and employee knowledge and
abilities. “Meta-analyses of available evaluative studies have provided evidence that
leadership and management training, education, and development are usually effective.
Effective training and education add to valid assessment in fostering effective leadership
and management.”53 Effectiveness is an important marker for any business activity, but
particularly essential when development activities and trainings may not clearly impact
the bottom-line or the market share. Businesses must clearly experience positive results
to justify the investment of time and money into development of staff. Bass argues that
the meta-analysis demonstrates effectiveness. In addition, in agreement with Drucker
above, Bass argues that the secular workplace environment is beginning to understand the
necessity of staff development, and furthermore, that the resultant growth and
development is essential for leadership to be strengthened within the organization.
Increasingly recognized is the need for managers and leaders to engage in
continuous learning, both for their own sake as well as their organization. Learning
and teaching are part of their job . . . . The education and development of adult
leaders require the combined efforts of the individual and the organization . . . . Our
leadership is an expression of who we are. Thus, to grow as leaders, we need to
grow as persons.54
Interestingly, leadership authors also recognize the importance of development
for not only the current work force, but future leadership of the organization as well. If
organizations are going to continue to impact the market and survive as businesses, they
must recognize that they are primarily responsible for training not just current staff, but
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future ones as well. The health and long-term viability of the organization depends upon
this long-term view. Max DePree has sounded the alarm when he writes, “Leaders are
also responsible for future leadership. They need to identify, develop, and nurture future
leaders.”55 Robert Hargrove also acknowledges that long-term staff development is
essential from an executive coaching viewpoint. “A leader is a coach and teacher versus
commander and controller.”56 An individual who holds a position of power within an
organization must view their role as coach and teacher to increase the viability of the
organization. The former ways of the leader operating as commander and controller will
no longer achieve the desired results, which is stronger and healthier companies. Finally,
Yukl argues for the continued future focus on self-development for the benefit of
organizations. “A systems approach to leadership development will become more
common as more organizations realize that this activity is as strategically important for
long-term organizational effectiveness as product development, marketing, and customer
service.”57 Ultimately, an organization is only as healthy as its people, and one that
chooses to ignore or downplay staff development is limiting its future.
Teaching as a Workplace Connection
for Christians
So, while the concept of teaching as leading has a strong basis in Christianity,
secular leadership studies have also developed an understanding of the value of teaching
within the areas of individual self-development and organization improvement. This
development within secular leadership thought has been noted by Christian authors. In
particular, Mohler has observed from a Christian perspective the increased attention paid
to teaching by secular leadership literature.
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The larger world of corporate leadership and management has discovered the
necessity of developing what is now often called a learning organization. The
knowledge economy is not a passing fad – it is the shape of the future.
Organizations that do not learn will be left behind, and this is true across the
spectrum of business and institutional life. The organization of the future will learn
fast, learn well, learn together, and learn to keep on learning. The leader who makes
the greatest impact will be a master teacher who trains leaders at every level in the
organization to teach with faithfulness, enthusiasm, and confidence . . . . The
emphasis on the leader as teacher might be a recent arrival in business schools, but it
should be second nature to Christian leaders.58
This is exactly the contact point that teaching as leadership provides for
Christians who seek to find effective and practical ways to impact their workweek
through their faith. Virtually every position in the workplace of Western society has the
responsibility to teach or develop someone else. From kitchens, to mechanic shops, to
schools, to corner offices, the opportunity to teach and develop a coworker is ubiquitous
within the organizational structures of the workplace. Both the Christian and the secular
leadership literature are proponents of the value and necessity of teaching for the
betterment of individuals and organizations as well. Therefore, when believers have the
opportunity to teach others within their role at work, they are taking a foundational
Christian concept of leadership and melding it with a secular environment that values the
contribution. They are participating in an act that springs up from faith and takes hold in
the workplace. The strength of teaching as a “contact point” is that the opportunity and
activity of teaching is present in virtually every employment situation in which a believer
fulfills their vocation. In addition, teaching as a connection between faith and work is
truly practical because this contact point can supersede all the limiting situational
Christian advice offered by much of the current scholarship, and conversely, apply in an
untold number of workplace environments.
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Team Leader
While the four leadership principles discussed above are valued by secular
research and businesses across the Western world, team leadership stands out for its
wholesale acceptance by the secular workplace. Companies and organizations have come
to the realization that teams, not individuals, complete projects and accomplish goals at a
more productive rate with a higher quality of outcome.59 Yukl has noted this growth of
team leadership in the operations and organization of the workplace. “A growing trend in
organizations is to give more responsibility for important activities to teams. In many
cases, the teams are empowered to make decisions that were formerly made by individual
managers. As the use of teams increases, so does the amount of research on leadership in
teams.”60 The growth of teams has replaced the individual worker as the most effective
and productive unit within the organization. This recent movement is hardly surprising or
unanticipated. Greenleaf, who was so fundamental to the development of servant
leadership, noted in the nineteen-seventies that “Work groups are the foundation stones
of the whole structure of institutions.”61 Since Greenleaf’s observation, the importance of
teamwork has only grown in frequency and increased in importance for businesses and
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organizations. This growth has developed to the point that Thomas Peters’ study on
excellent companies led him to write, “Small groups are, quite simply, the basic
organizational building blocks of excellent companies.”62
One of the main reasons for the growth of team leadership is what Frank
LaFasto and Carl Larson call the “Increasing Complexity of Problems.” Their argument
is that in a frenetic, fast-paced, digital world where information is everywhere, problems
are complex and becoming more so. It is difficult, if not impossible, for one individual to
have the necessary abilities, knowledge, and experience to be able to single-handedly
lead organizations on the basis of their own abilities. “As problems become more
complex, and as their solutions require the active participation of divers perspectives,
then teamwork and collaboration become increasingly necessary and valued.”63
The increase in interest on the topic of team leadership has not only been in the
practical realm of the halls and offices of businesses. As Yukl noted above, the topic of
team leadership and collaborative decision-making has also been increasingly the focus
of researchers who explore and test theories of leadership. Not surprisingly, as the
presence and impact of team leadership has expanded significantly throughout the
workplace, researchers are drawn to the topic to analyze the success and failures of team
leadership. Peter Northouse has acknowledged this point as well. “Leadership in
organizational groups or work teams has become one of the most popular and rapidly
growing areas of leadership theory and research.”64 Peters discovered this trend in his
study of excellent companies and pointed to a strong and remarkable connection between
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the effective use of teams in these companies and the findings of “best practice”
developed by academic researchers.65 Finally, through this increased research on the
topic over the past few decades, a consensus definition has emerged. According to this
consensus, some of the necessary characteristics of a team are interdependent roles for
team members with complementary skills, coordination of the work task, and a common
purpose or goal.66
While the reliance on team leadership is well established and popular in the
secular business world, it is foundational for Christians. Team leadership is presented in
the Bible as early as Exodus (18:13-27) when Moses receives advice from his father-inlaw, Jethro. Moses was exhausting himself by attempting to adjudicate all of the many
issues and disputes that arose from leading a large group with no other leadership
structure other than a single leader model. Jethro provides guidance to Moses, and
recommends that Moses adopt a team strategy that would lessen the load and increase
productivity. This is a significant development for the leadership of the Israelites as they
wandered through the desert and it is a clear biblical example of team leadership. While
this event is clearly an early biblical example of leadership, perhaps the greatest example
is Jesus himself, who gathered a team together to teach, lead, and equip to literally
change the world. Stephen Macchia points to Jesus as the perfect biblical example of
team leadership for modern leaders. “For today’s leaders Jesus provides the most
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significant example of team ministry leadership. His work with his team of motley
followers is by far our best instruction for our service among teams of modern-day
disciples. He had a heart for leading that was reflected early in his few short years of
earthly ministry.”67
There are many other examples that could be offered up as biblical evidence,
but the presence of team leadership throughout Scripture provides the basis for modern
Christian authors and researchers to argue persuasively that team leadership is valued and
vital to the success of Christian ministries.68 Simply stated, team leadership is a powerful
vehicle for accomplishing Kingdom goals. In fact, Gangel argues, “Christian ministry is
teamwork with a difference, teamwork that makes a difference.” In addition, not only is
team-based ministry the most effective model for leading and organizing Christian
organizations, it is also the type of leadership that is called for by both Christian theology
and the culture of today’s organizations and businesses.69 As discussed above, the climate
and culture of the secular business world is one in which many individuals with
complementary skills must come together to share knowledge and abilities in order to
accomplish goals. Gone is the day of the one CEO who can successfully lead as a
superstar.70 Therefore, team leadership is here to stay as a significant answer to the
pressing, ever-changing needs of businesses.
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Team leadership is vital for this study because of its strong connections
between biblical teaching and positive secular research. This connection between faith
and work provides extensive opportunities for believers to practice their faith within a
secular environment because the presence of teams is so ubiquitous within businesses and
organizations. A believer in the workplace will spend a significant amount of the
workweek in meetings, planning sessions, strategy development, and the list goes on and
on.71 As noted above, the growth of team leadership does not appear to present any
indication that this trend will decrease. As a result, team leadership is a reoccurring
platform for believers to practice their faith through this common organizational practice.
Simply stated, team meetings allow believers an opportunity to be Christians at work.
Within the team interaction, Christians can demonstrate their faith, knowing that the very
environment is steeped in a biblical principle of leadership. The connection between faith
and work occurs because the very act that is valued by secular organizations are on,
colloquially, biblical “turf.” This is an environment where believers should thrive.
Perhaps the most effective way to demonstrate faith within a team leadership
environment is to lead the team well. Clearly Christians will not be the primary leader in
all team leadership events, but the nature of interdependence within healthy teams
provides the opportunity to at least be a leader among equals. Christians can demonstrate
their faith by the way in which they work within the team. A believer can help develop a
faith-like atmosphere within the team, impact positively the morale and attitude of the
group, and demonstrate true Christian practices such as patience and acceptance by his or
her behavior towards coworkers. J. Richard Hackman has stated, “A leader cannot make
a team be great, but a leader can create conditions that increase the chances that moments
71
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of greatness will occur – and, moreover, can provide a little boost or nudge now and then
to help members take the fullest possible advantage of those favorable conditions.”72
Therefore, the nature of team leadership provides an environment in which a Christian
can truly infuse the group with Christian ideals, and Hackman argues, increase the
chances that the team will achieve truly great results. Obviously, the individual team
opportunities will vary, and different groups will have different goals and abilities, but
this is the strength of this leadership principle for believers. If believers view teamwork
as a Christian leadership principle, than they can practically interject their faith into the
vast variety of teams they will participate in within the secular environment. This
connection point is practical because it is so applicable to the many different team
situations in which a believer will experience within the work environment.
Conclusion
Opportunities for leadership are everywhere. Regardless of the position an
individual holds on the organizational chart, the opportunity to influence, guide, or lead
another coworker is abundant in today’s fast-paced, digital workplace. In fact, leaders are
present in churches, schools, hospitals, warehouses, production plants, and virtually every
other organization in society.73 It is in these leadership opportunities that Christians can
exercise their faith in the workplace environment. It is in positions of leadership that
Christians can have a strong impact on the secular workplace in which they spend the
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majority of their week. Specifically, the five leadership principles discussed above are
significant because of the connections between the sacred and the secular. All five are
solidly grounded in a biblical foundation, while at the same time, being highly valued by
the secular workplace for their positive impact on the workplace environment. Therefore,
when Christians are serving another who is in need, they are melding their faith with the
positive leadership principle of servant leadership. When Christians consider the best
interest of the organization, they are practicing both the Christian and secular principle of
stewardship. When Christians are making decisions for the good of those in their care,
they are shepherding or self-sacrificing. As Christians learn and teach within the
workplace, they are leading through the lens of faith. When Christians are a positive
model of faith within a team environment, they are influencing others and leading while
standing on a biblical foundation. Clearly, these five broad categories can apply to a vast
array of workplace situations, and that is exactly their strength. While they provide “best
practice” guidance for Christians within the multitude of workplace situations in which
believers can exercise their faith, they avoid the minutia of particular and specific
occurrences often presented as Christian “advice.”
For this current work to have the most lasting impact possible, it is important
to present a practical yet memorable way for Christians to easily recall the five leadership
principles presented here. Then when particular workplace situations occur, the
individual will have both an accessible as well as a helpful tool to remember and act upon
this presented solution to living out faith in the workplace. The mnemonic suggested for
this tool is the formula “S3T2,” which is a combination of the five leadership principles
by their first letter.74 This formula provides the believer with a means for easily
remembering and applying the five leadership principles in the moment as situations
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occur throughout the workday. It is an effort to combine a practical solution to faith and
work issues with an equally practical manner for quick application.
Finally, the most effective manner in which believers can influence their
workplace environment for Christ is by infusing their Christian beliefs into the culture of
the organization. As discussed above, S3T2 provide specific workplace situations in
which leadership can be both biblically based and also valued by secular attitudes.
Therefore, if believers can successfully utilize these five principles shared by both
Christianity and secular literature as a “hook” on which to hang their hat, the result is the
knowledge and understanding necessary to influence the culture of their workplace for
Jesus Christ, successfully melding faith and work in the process. Leaders of all ilk are
culture creators. Every leader at every level of the organization has the ability to impact
and affect the culture of the workplace. As Hans Finzel has observed, “Since the leader is
the keeper of the culture, it falls on his or her shoulders to cultivate a culture that is
distinctly Christian. The values and beliefs that a leader holds usually become the
assumptions of the followers. That puts a great deal of responsibility on the shoulders of
leadership.”75 The five leadership principles of S3T2 are effective tools for the leader to
utilize in an effort to successfully cultivate a culture of faith within the workplace,
glorifying God and building His Kingdom in the process.
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CHAPTER 5
IMPLICATIONS FOR CHRISTIANS, THE CHURCH,
AND BUSINESS
It has been argued that the Bible presents a unified message that Christians are
to live life it its entirety in commitment to God and as a witness to the culture in which
they live. This entirety must include the workplace for the vast majority of Christians in
the western world if the biblical mandate is to be taken seriously and with conviction.
The theological doctrines that address these issues are calling and vocation, in which
historical Christianity has attempted to faithfully develop the biblical mandate. It has also
been argued that S3T2 are valued by both Christianity and the modern workplace and
therefore assist the believer in bridging the gap between Sunday faith and Monday work
by providing contact points for the believer between the two spheres of his or her
influence. The result of these discussions is an assurance that a Christian should take faith
into the workplace, that there is strong biblical and theological support for this position,
and knowledge of specific leadership principles provide an opportunity to practically act
on these beliefs. The topic that remains to be discussed is the implications of these
conclusions. Therefore, this chapter will consider the implications of these conclusions
on the individual believer, the church and seminary, and the world of business with the
hope that Sunday can be more successfully connected to Monday.
The Individual Believer
For the individual believer, the first and most important implication for this
study is an understanding of the simple but conclusive fact that the Bible supports, and
even demands, the whole life of the believer. While this argument does not need to be
restated here, it cannot be overlooked or overemphasized that an individual believer must
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grasp this fundamental point in order to bridge the gap between Sunday faith and Monday
work.1 Unfortunately, this point has been clearly missed by many congregants in the
pews of churches throughout the western world. Individual believers need to understand
that the Bible is not simply a guide for their weekend, vacation time, or personal time at
home with friends and families. The Bible teaches commitment to God in the entirety of
life and does not advocate or support in any way a separation between the private and
public sphere of the believer. This teaching is essential for Christians who struggle with
the separation between faith and work. Great clarity and strength of purpose could be
gained from a deeper understanding of this biblical teaching of commitment to Christ in
entirety.
The historical doctrines of calling and vocation would also have significant
ramifications on individual believers if these teachings were truly understood. These
doctrines seek to bring the biblical teachings to “life” and a thorough understanding
would have an impact on both the individual and the culture of the workplace with wide
ranging results. John Hammett provides some thoughts on the potential benefits to the
individual believer.
First, Christians would become known as the best employees an employer could ask
for. They would not be found complaining about their work, cutting corners, and
trying to get by with the least. Rather, because they understand that their work is a
means of glorifying God, they would be grateful for it and seek to do in in a way
that would honor God. Moreover, they would not separate Sunday from the
workweek; the same God they serve on Sunday at church they serve Monday
through Friday on the job, for they see their job as a calling. Moreover, nonpaying
forms of work would also be honored as ways to glorify God. Child raising,
housework, and everyday chores are not just mundane necessities; as we serve
other, we glorify God.2
Hammett brings out several important implications. Perhaps the most essential
of these is that Christians who truly understand calling and vocation would be strong
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See chap. 2.
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John S. Hammett, “Human Nature,” in A Theology for the Church, ed. Daniel L. Akin
(Nashville: B&H Publishing, 2007), 404.
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employees because they understand that they do not work primarily for the boss, but to
the glory of God. The behavior and attitudes of believers who understand the biblical
mandate in conjunction with calling and vocation would bring their very best effort to
work everyday. They would understand that it is God for whom they work, and it is Him
they represent. Christians who understand the theology of work would avoid the two
temptations of “idolatry” and “idleness.”3 Christians would become the employees that
every boss is seeking. After all, “Doing high-quality work is a mandate from God even if
the boss does not require it.”4
An additional implication for believers from this presented argument is a
correct and proper understanding of how they are to truly impact and affect the workplace
culture. This study has advocated for the broad brush-stroke leadership principles of
S3T2 over the oft-presented situational specific occurrences as an effective practical
solution to the myriad of faith at work issues. This focus creates the opportunity for
individual believers to consider in what manner they should actually present their
Christian beliefs within the workplace. With large leadership categories that are
applicable to a wide range of workplace interactions and activities, Christians can have a
stronger foundation to discern how they are called to affect the culture around them.
Patrick Morley argues that a Christian is not called to create a Christian business culture.
Instead, the assignment is “to represent God within the work culture – to bring salt and
light into the workplace. To do that, we have to go ‘into’ culture. On matters not
specifically commanded or prohibited by Scripture, we adapt to the culture. We don’t
require the culture to adapt to us. That’s how Paul did it.”5 This is exactly the manner in
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which S3T2 would be most effective as tools to represent Christ in as wide a variety of
potential workplace opportunities as possible. To aim to re-create the workplace into a
Christian culture is widely misplaced within the current state of western society and
culture. The most effective manner in which to impact the world for Christ is to imitate
Paul by using what was acceptable within the culture while urging believers to not
conform to this world in matters that are prohibited by Scripture. The five leadership
principles discussed in this work assist in this effort by providing guidance on how to use
the best secular scholarship has to offer, highlighting its basis within Christian belief, and
producing a way to impact the culture with points of agreement, as opposed to areas of
dispute and opposition.
Finally, the arguments discussed above should provide great comfort and
strength for those believers who struggle with issues of vocation and their ability to be a
believer in the midst of a secular culture. Christians are promised that God will use even
the smallest of efforts on His behalf. Believers can be confident that God will validate
and reward all work done in His name, done with a desire to follow Him and His will. It
is not simply the work done “for” God that has eternal significance. It is all work that is
done within our vocation for Him. This is why believers have been blessed by God with a
vocation in the first place. Even in failures, Christians can rejoice that it is not just
“sacred” work that is valued by Heaven, but all work that is offered to God’s glory.
Robert Benne has argued this point most effectively.
In the great sweep of God’s history they (my work) will be discarded or used as God
sees fit. They are imperfect offerings about which I can do little. I can consign them
to history with the hope that they are no longer mine but God’s. All of this – my
work, your work, the whole system of work – will be taken up by God as he brings
forth his future. Nothing good will be lost. Nothing evil will finally persist. Our
work will be transfigured by God’s work, and the whole Creation will be brought to
fruition. That is our hope.6

6
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Churches and Seminaries
It has already been discussed that believers do not feel that their church has
provided guidance on these types of work and faith related issues.7 So the obvious
question is why has the church missed this tremendous opportunity to shape its
congregants, and at the same time abdicated the responsibility to teach and disciple
Christians on these topics that have such a significant impact on a biblical understanding
of work? John Knapp has argued that the church has simply failed Christians on these
topics. Within his research, he encountered many believers who found the church to be
largely “indifferent” to the issues and challenges that believers face in the workplace.8
Knapp argued that his interview with a financial planner summed up the experiences of
many. “The church teaches me to live as a Christian, but I have to apply those principles
to my life and work on my own.”9 The church has failed to teach and guide congregants
and struggling believers on this topic. However, several implications of this study could
increase the impact made by churches and seminaries on the lives and understanding of
believers.
Capitalism
A very significant implication of this study is a potential solution for
overcoming a significant area of contention between clergy and businessperson. The
modern workplace is a product of a commitment to capitalism by the Western world.
When believers enter the workplace on Monday, they are walking into both the fruits and
the spoils of capitalism. However, this commitment is not shared by many of the leaders
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who teach God’s truth to these same believers. This tension between worldviews creates
tensions and distrust. Laura Nash and Scotty McClellan conducted a thorough
examination of twenty top seminaries in the United States and began to see a pattern
centered on views of capitalism.
The attitudes of the clergy and the businessperson, however ambivalent they may be
about their own institutions in private, essentially fall into two camps: the naysayers
and the yea-sayers of capitalism. Where the latter sees value creation and
possibility, the former sees destruction and exploitation. Although we found
representatives of both groups in both camps, the bulk of the yea-sayers are in
business, and the clergy are overwhelmingly naysayers.10
Nash and McClellan have argued that the clergy’s distrust of capitalism was
primarily triggered by views of poverty and capitalism’s responsibility or culpability in
creating social hardship around the globe.11 One interview with a seminary student was
particularly telling: “‘I just really, deeply hate capitalism.’ Her reaction was not
unusual . . . . They took it for granted: a stand with capitalism was a stand against the
poor.”12
As a result of this negative perception of capitalism, clergy are often at odds
with members of the congregation. They are missing the perspective of the
businesspeople in their pews that view capitalism as a solution to the problem of poverty
and the plight of the poor. In the opinion of the businessperson, capitalism can be a force
for good that can bring opportunities to struggling nations and people groups. Within this
pro-capitalism mindset, capitalism can carry positive ethical possibilities, and if the
church is to be able to connect with those of this mindset, it must develop the ability to
speak into this world without condemnation and high-minded judgment.13 Unfortunately,
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this ability has not yet been fully developed. Nash and McClellan observe, “Many clergy
see their proper role as disciplinary and corrective, global in focus, representing major
portions of heaven and earth.”14 However, Nash and McClellan also argue that the
assuming of this role by clergy does not appear to be productive or helpful because most
businesspeople are not willing to accept the heavy guilt trip of church leaders, even if
they share the same concern regarding unjust or exploitative business practices.15
If businesspeople are to find guidance and applicable teaching for their life
from church leaders, then clergy must overcome these inherent biases and look for areas
of agreement over and above condemnation for the economic failures of the business
sector. Clergy need to display the wisdom to view the economic world for the
complicated global system that it is, not a caricature of good versus bad. Very simplistic
views of the economic world have left many clergy with an “us” versus “them” mentality
that is unhelpful at best, and damaging at worst for the businessperson sitting in the
pew.16 To be able to speak into the capitalistic world of the businessperson, clergy must
widen their views and understand that seldom in this sinful world is any multicultural
global phenomenon, such as capitalism, so easily reduced to such black and white
thinking.17
Much of this anti-capitalistic mindset could be improved upon if clergy would
more thoroughly consider the nature of calling and vocation. A reconsideration of these
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doctrines could lead to a reexamination of the nature of God’s call to the believer who
exercises his or her gifts thorough a vocation within the capitalistic system. While calling
and vocation can not be the basis for dismissing true wrongs or economic oppression by
capitalism, the implication of these doctrines is that they can be the foundation for reconsidering the motivation and goal of an individual believer who is genuinely
attempting to follow God’s call on his or her life within the workplace. If God has called
a believer to fulfill a certain vocation, and gifted him or her to fulfill the job duties, clergy
should support the work while guiding and teaching the believer how to be a Christian
with biblical ethics within the workplace environment.
In addition, the church, and clergy in particular, need to avoid falling into the
Catholic distortion that elevates the spiritual and debases the secular.18 It is a distortion of
calling and vocation to view the work of the “spiritual” clergy as inherently more
acceptable to God than the “worldly” secular job position. While these doctrines provide
understanding and guidance for the individual believer, they also provide direction and
correction for church leaders who would elevate themselves over the individuals in the
pews. The church should pause before condemning the workplace carte blanche, and the
individuals within it by association. There are certainly times when clergy must provide
biblical correction to exploitative actions by those who would use economics to hurt
others, but many within the workplace are truly following God’s leading and seeking to
honor Him through their vocation. The church would be better served to come alongside
these believers and give guidance and teaching rather than demonstrate spiritual
minimization of a major component of their lives and condemnation for work completed.
Money
While the issue of capitalism as a driver of poverty can create a wedge
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between clergy and many in the pews who are in the workplace, difficulties centered on
the related topic of money are also a contributor to this separation. Knapp has argued that
money is a significant factor in the church’s failure to bridge the gap between the Sunday
and Monday primarily because work and money are so intertwined within the culture that
they are essentially connected.19 The church cannot adequately speak into the world of
work without confronting the topic of money. Unfortunately, the church is not well
placed to speak on the topic in a disinterested fashion considering that the church is
“thoroughly steeped in the money culture, for even there institutional success and
individual status are measured with a financial yardstick.”20 This creates a disconnect for
the church where, on one hand, money is a necessity and has an impact on the
organization, while on the other hand, many clergy have the desire to speak out against
poverty and to present a “sacred” position on money.
However, the “sacred” position sought is not as clear as it might be. In fact,
there is a lack of a clear “sacred” position within Scripture for clergy to espouse, and this
is a large part of the confusion. Within the Old Testament, wealth is frequently a sign of
God’s favor (Gen 26:12,13; Prov 10:22; 22:4).21 On the opposite end of the spectrum, in
the New Testament, the love of money is considered a root of much evil (1 Tim 6:10).
Clearly, the Bible teacher who wants a clearly stated biblical position on money and
wealth will struggle to find that statement. The existence of seemingly conflicting biblical
examples makes it difficult for church leaders to speak into the “profit-driven” workplace
with clarity and power, and when this is combined with many clergy who have a
predisposition to chastise money and wealth, the church has little to contribute to
believers who desire guidance on how to live out their faith in the workplace.22 In fact,
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Nash and McClellan go further and argue that clergy who take the adverse position of
money being interconnected to profit at the expense of the poor around the world were so
affected by their views that the distance this created from businesspeople was to the point
that the separation was not even evident to them.23
Faced with perceived ambivalent biblical teaching on money and wealth within
the Bible, church denominations and leadership groups have found it more palatable to
critique large impersonal processes and organizations, as opposed to truly engaging in the
difficult and seldom neat and tidy world of micro-economics in which much of the
intricacies and “grey” areas of economics reside.24 Knapp has argued this point.
More often, major church bodies have taken the easier route of critiquing the macroeconomic system and it injustices. They issue studies and pronouncements on
economic policy, the moral shortcomings of capitalism, the effects of globalization,
and other important matters that are not easily connected by Christians to their daily
lives. Almost never do these pronouncements offer much help for living and
working within an imperfect and frequently unjust system. Too often, these macroeconomic statements suggest to individuals that the church is hostile not only to the
system but also the people who participate in it by going to work. Where the preReformation church concerned itself with the economic life of the individual but
had little to say about economic systems, the opposite is largely the case today.25
In this sense, the church has protected itself from the difficult work of coming
to terms and interacting with the complexity of money, profit, wealth, and therefore, by
extension, poverty. Macro-economic statements successfully allow church leaders and
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organizations to side with the poor, without having to navigate the difficulties faced
everyday by believers in the workplace. In the end result, the church achieves a
semblance of concern and caring, without the distasteful task of actually interacting with
the preponderance of issues related to these economic topics. This makes the resultant
teaching and guidance much less than the believer in the pew needs or desires. The
church remains “clean” and retains the illusion of a “moral compass,” while believers in
the pew are left with little help in attempting to navigate the complexities which define
their daily workplace environment.
It would seem that the church, with its negative view of capitalism and money,
and businesspeople, who see capitalism on the opposite side of the spectrum as a solution
to economic inequalities, would have little hope to build a bridge for communication
moving forward. However, this is not the case. It has been argued that what is needed to
bridge this gap is common ground. “Rather than retreating from each other, the two
groups need to develop a neutral ground on which to meet.”26 For communication to
improve, two opposing sides must find ways to converse in the same language. They
need a way to develop this neutral ground before progress and improvement can be made.
Language
The five leadership principles of S3T2 detailed in this work make a
fundamental contribution towards developing this neutral ground by providing a common
language in which the two sides of clergy and layperson can firmly stand on both biblical
principles, as well as practices valued by the workplace. What is deeply needed for the
two sides of faith and work issues in western culture is the ability to communicate in a
way that both can understand, and this need is exactly what S3T2 addresses. The church
and clergy can lean on these leadership principles to both securely stand within the
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biblical tradition, while also speaking the business language to which the individuals in
the workplace who are hearing the message and teaching can easily relate. These
principles are effectively “cross-cultural” concepts in that both sides of the work-faith
debate can communicate and understand the other. In this way, S3T2 truly builds a bridge
from one side of the discussion to the other.
These principles also address another significant language barrier between the
clergy and the believer in the pew. One of the significant difficulties faced by the clergy
when communicating with the businesspeople in the congregation is the expectation and
belief that academic language indicates high learning and sophisticated thought. Many
clergy have been trained in an educational setting that places a high value on verbose and
“lofty” language to communicate thoughts, concepts, and ideas. These church leaders
have often accepted the premise that the “dense academese of theology” is a sign of
analytical superiority. However, this type of language has been demonstrated to not be
effective in reaching the businessperson in the pews. All too often, the businessperson
hears what Nash and McClellan have dubbed “theo-babble.”27 Nash and McClellan have
even gone so far as to indicate that this “lofty” use of language, which is unfamiliar to
many in the congregation, may be one of the key barriers to communication between
clergy and congregation.
Tightly argued theories populate the normal linguistic domain of the ecclesiastical
elite, but they are so embedded in the abstract that they have no point of context
with concrete events or personalized expressive forms of religious experience – the
stuff of the current spirituality interest . . . . There is, after all, implied status to this
language within the hierarchy of the church and its accrediting academic
institutions. It is judged “superior” to plain preacher talk (in all but the evangelical
denominations) . . . . The culture of academic elitism may be one of the key barriers
to the challenge of developing the church’s ability to be a relevant force in the
workplace. Theologians and future pastors who do not adapt to it are weeded out of
27
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the mainstream of the church’s intellectual life.28
So while the church and seminaries encourage the educational elite to employ the
complicated language of theology, the businessperson in the pew prefers a “simple and
pragmatic form of moral and religious expression,” which is not considered appropriate
for religious dialogue by many church leaders.29 As a result, the two groups speak past
each other, using a language of style and form that is foreign to the other.
S3T2 presented in this work provides a practical solution to this
communication barrier by supplying the theologian with biblically rigorous concepts,
while also using terms that are familiar to the businessperson within his or her work
setting. When a clergy member preaches and teaches the power inherent in topics such as
stewardship and self-sacrificial leadership, many messages are involved and included that
are at the very heart of the Gospel. At the same time, the businessperson can now hear
and internalize these central messages in a language that he or she can understand and
process. The language is shared, and therefore, the power of the message can be released
to impact the life of the businessperson in its entirety as God always intended.
Leadership Development
In addition to the leadership principles discussed in this work, much progress
could be made to overcome the current language barriers between clergy and
businessperson if seminaries and theological schools would commit to a reassessment of
their purpose within western culture and a willingness to train leaders in an effort to
impact this culture for Christ. Greenleaf was a strong proponent of seminaries moving
from focusing almost exclusively on the individual student and evolving into an
institution that also took seriously a “theology of institutions.” Greenleaf argued that
seminaries have not yet embraced the changes in society that have resulted in the
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emergence of institutions. According to Greenleaf, this shift from a “theology of
individuals,” that has dominated the content and focus of the seminaries up to this point is
poorly equipped to address the current society that is dominated by institutions and
requires a very different educational model.30 To remain effective in this changing
environment, Greenleaf recommends that seminaries and theological schools become
institutions that focus on developing key people, and specifically chairpersons, who will
become more capable of leading institutions in a manner consistent with Greenleaf’s
theories. With a refocused path of scholarship within these schools, these individuals
would have the necessary education and preparation to transform entire institutions into
places of “serving.”31 But the first step would be commitment on the part of these
theological schools to shift course and develop institutional leaders, not just individual
religious leaders without the requisite skills to understand the needs of the organizations
in an ever-changing society. The end result of all of this discussion would hopefully be
the achievement of a “raising of the level of caring of our institutions,” which was
Greenleaf’s ultimate goal.32
However, the current seminary or theological school is a far cry from the
fulfillment of Greenleaf’s vision. This lack is nowhere more apparent than within the
curriculum of these institutions of higher divinity learning. Knapp researched the course
offerings of eighteen leading theological institutions in the United States and found that
the listings were significantly sparse in regards to class work that focused on workplace
issues. He describes his findings:
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Only a few electives at a handful of the schools are described as addressing
vocational or work-related issues. Several more focus on broader economic topics,
such as social justice for the poor. Yet these institutions collectively offer dozens of
courses on marriage, family, children, death, hospital visitation, psychological
counseling, and other topics most relevant to the private sphere. The message of
these curricula is clear about where pastors and priests – and, by extension, the
church itself – should spend the most time and energy. A traditional theological
education provides a foundation for ministry in diverse contexts, but the typical
seminary experience is unlikely to inspire ministries that equip business and
professional people for faithful service in public life.33
It is not that theological institutions do not provide variety within their course
offerings. It is simply that the courses offered do not address vocational issues. In fact, it
is clear from the research that a student could very easily matriculate from a theological
institution without any substantial consideration of how to minister to those in the
workplace or address issues faced within workplace vocations. The development of
religious leaders who are equipped to speak the truth of Christ into the workplace is
lacking and difficult to find in the current theological institution.
So how can this lack of leadership development be addressed? How can
seminaries and theological schools contribute an answer to the deeply felt need for
guidance from those in the workplace? While critical overall on the current effort by
theological schools, Knapp comes to the defense of these institutions by arguing that
changing the current course load is the wrong starting point. These institutions are
unlikely to undertake a significant redesign of course work at the Masters of Divinity
level, and in many ways, this is understandable. So much information must be covered to
provide a student even the basic religious knowledge necessary to lead within the church
that “it would be unrealistic to expect many theological institutions to add new courses in
applied ministry to their Master of Divinity curricula.”34 But Knapp also argues that this
type of reworking is probably not necessary because other avenues are available for
leadership development within the theological schools that can better pave the way for
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increased knowledge on vocational and workplace issues.
The proper place for this increased knowledge, according to Knapp, is in
“continuing education classes for pastors, and in Doctor of Ministry programs that serve
clergy who are already employed in parish ministry and other settings.”35 Unfortunately,
as was found with the Master of Divinity programs, Knapp reports that reviewing the
available programs currently offered at the continuing education or Doctor of Ministry
levels produced “very few opportunities for working pastors to hone their knowledge and
skills for ministry with businesspeople.”36 So, even though the current offerings at these
institutions are lacking, this is still the most appropriate location for leadership
development to occur. Theological schools need to commit themselves to addressing
these pressing workplace issues in order to help those in the pews who struggle to receive
the guidance they seek. Continuing education provides clergy and students the
opportunity to further hone their skills in order to serve as a source of wisdom in the face
of secular workplace confusion. The appropriate place for this faith and work gap to be
bridged is through the continuing education and leadership development of theological
schools where experienced religious leaders can be trained to make these connections for
congregants.
The principles of S3T2, that bridge the religious and the secular, is the type of
study that needs to occur throughout continuing education for religious leaders. Practical
studies that provide strong connections between faith and work are essential for
successfully preparing religious leaders to guide those in the pews. Experienced clergy
who are seeking to increase their skills will not be best prepared to guide believers in the
workplace with additional “theo-babble.” What is needed is practical biblical teaching
that can be easily and truthfully applied to the many situations those in the workplace
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face on a daily basis. This is the type of training provided by this analysis of leadership
principles.
In addition, since S3T2 is shared by both religion and secular academic
research, the issue of language is overcome. The issue related to language is primarily the
inability for religious leaders to speak the same language as the businessperson. With
S3T2, religious leaders are presented with a shared common ground that is biblical, while
being presented in the language familiar to those in the workplace. If, as Nash and
McClellan argued, the language barrier must be overcome for progress on faith and work
issues to occur, then studies such as this are necessary for leadership development in
order to provide clergy the necessary framework to develop language connections that
can ultimately bridge the gap between faith and work.
Business
While it has been argued frequently in this work that businesspeople do not
feel that that the church is effectively leading in the realm of vocational and workplace
issues, this does not imply that the business world is without ethics or lacking a desire for
spirituality. Contrary to the opinion of many in church leadership, the business world is
not ethically void or “anti-spiritual.” In fact, the opposite has proven to be true over the
past few decades. Knapp has argued that many non-religious organizations and
businesses have focused “unprecedented attention” on the creation of value statements,
codes of behavior, and ethics standards.37 Interestingly, this has been a relatively recent
development that has been motivated in large part by corporate financial scandals within
the past two decades.38 As a result of this development, businesses have recognized that
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ethics programs are useful tools for encouraging behavior that is beneficial to the
company, and more importantly, preventing lawsuits and other negative events within the
workplace.39
Though in many cases management may view values and ethics within the
company as largely pragmatic, it is not necessary to view these developments as purely
self-serving. The desire for the modern employee to engage the workplace in a holistic
manner has created the atmosphere for an increase in spirituality within the business
world. The employee of the twenty-first century does not want to experience a “radical
disconnect” between work and the rest of life.40 This desire to meld the disparate parts of
life has led to the rise of the secular “spirituality-in-business movement.”41 And while
this movement is not based in the church, has no requirement for moral absolutism, or
expectation of committed membership, it does succeed at taking “the soul of the
businessperson seriously.”42 The essential element of the movement’s success is its
fulfillment of an individual’s desire to be a “part of the next era of business success
without losing one’s soul.”43
This recent movement of ethics and spirituality within the offices and meeting
rooms of business gives a Christian a relatively new and strong opportunity to be salt and
light within the workplace environment. While the current interest of business in the
spiritual and ethical is not particularly Christian or biblically based, the desire for a
holistic human experience by many in the workplace provides the opportunity for
39
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wrongdoing and help the firm get through the day without a lawsuit or an indictment. Internet giant Google
sums up its ethical policies in three words: ‘Don’t be evil.’”
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Christians to show the love of Christ through their words and actions to co-workers who
are seeking to find answers to spiritual questions. The workplace environment is primed
for Christians who can effectively demonstrate their faith to have significant eternal
impact on the spiritual growth of co-workers. S3T2 is the type of knowledge needed to
provide a basis for Christians to impact their co-workers with workplace leadership
activities that are both grounded in the Bible, as well as secular research. Through these
principles, Christians have a leadership platform to build upon the desire for spirituality
within the workplace, and turn that desire into a worldview that is not just “spiritual,” but
Christian. Essentially, many believers are within secularly spiritual work environments
that are ripe for biblical truth, and S3T2 provides the foundation for impacting fellow coworkers and moving them from the secular spirituality movement to a saving knowledge
of the love of Jesus Christ.
Conclusion
Here at the beginning of the twenty-first century, a wide gulf separates faith
and work within the workplace culture of western society. Individuals desire connections
between faith and work but lack the understanding of biblical teachings and the
theological concepts of calling and vocation to successfully navigate the difficulties and
struggles they face. They have become disenchanted with the answers provided by the
church and clergy and sense that the church does not have the requisite unbiased mindset
or the resources of language to effectively lead through these struggles. As a result, many
have turned to secular spirituality provided within the workplace environment in an effort
to live in a holistic manner that does not separate faith from the workplace. However, the
true solution for these struggles lies in a deeper understanding of the Bible’s teachings on
a life lived in entirety to God, the theological teachings of calling and vocation, and the
practical application of S3T2 to workplace activities. It is through the logic of these
arguments that believers, as well as the lost, can truly understand God’s call on their life.
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The most effective way to meld faith and work is to understand the biblical connections
between the two, while having practical leadership activities to demonstrate these
connections. This study has implications for individual believers, as well as the church
and clergy, as they encounter co-workers and an entire business culture that is desperate
for the saving knowledge of Jesus Christ. It is through deeper biblical understanding and
leadership principles that undergird this knowledge that believers and church leaders can
impact the workplace for Christ, and give strength to those who are called to live out their
vocation in a secular workplace that is searching, but lost.
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ABSTRACT
BRIDGING THE GAP FROM SUNDAY TO MONDAY:
DEVELOPING COMMON GROUND
BETWEEN FAITH AND WORK
Patrick Brandon Wood, D.Min.
The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 2015
Faculty Supervisor: Dr. Danny R. Bowen
Christians have a biblical mandate to infuse their faith into every aspect of
their lives. However, a spiritual gap exists for many Christians between their life of faith
and their life at work. This gap can be addressed by evaluating the doctrine of vocation
towards a deeper understanding, followed by a thorough examination of five leadership
principles which provide Christians within the workplace both a shared language, as well
as mutual positively viewed leadership experiences.
This study begins with an exegesis of Exodus 20:1-17, Deuteronomy 5:6-21,
6:4-9, Leviticus 19:18, Matthew 22:34-40, Luke 10:25-37, and Revelation 3:14-20. These
passages contain a biblical mandate for Christians to live their life in complete
commitment to a relationship with God and His ways. In addition, these selections give
insight into, and provide a necessary basis for, adducing appropriately grounded
Scriptural conclusions regarding the importance of a Christian worldview within the
workplace.
Chapter 3 focuses on the theological doctrines of calling and vocation.
Theology centered on calling and vocation provides a vital basis for a Christian’s view of
work. Educating Christians in regard to the importance and value of their calling is
necessary if faith and work are to be more closely connected.
The next section of this study seeks to combine theological doctrine with

practical application. Chapter 4 examines five leadership principles which biblical
theology and secular literature mutually acknowledge as beneficial and positive. By using
these five as connection points, a Christian can have both a shared language to bridge the
experiences of faith and work, while also having a practical platform in which to meld
Christian convictions and secular workplace environments.
Individuals struggle mightily to bridge the gap between Sunday faith and
Monday work. The five leadership principles of S3T2 provide believers with both the
necessary spiritual perspective to meld faith and work, as well as a shared language that
can assist in bridging their experiences. Finally, the implications of this study are
examined for believers, churches and seminaries, and businesses.
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